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Abstract
We analyse the Gorenstein locus of the Hilbert scheme of d points on Pn i.e. the open
subscheme parameterising zero-dimensional Gorenstein subschemes of Pn of degree d. We
give new sufficient criteria for smoothability and smoothness of points of the Gorenstein locus.
In particular we prove that this locus is irreducible when d ≤ 13 and find its components
when d = 14.
The proof is relatively self-contained and it does not rely on a computer algebra sys-
tem. As a by–product, we give equations of the fourth secant variety to the d-th Veronese
reembedding of Pn for d ≥ 4.
keywords: Hilbert scheme of points, smoothability, Gorenstein algebra, secant variety.
MSC classes: 14C05, 13H10, 14D15.
1 Introduction and notation
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic neither 2 nor 3 and denote by Hilbp(t)P
N the
Hilbert scheme parameterising closed subschemes in PN with fixed Hilbert polynomial p(t) ∈ Q[t].
Since A. Grothendieck proved the existence of such a parameter space in 1966 (see [Gro95]), the
problem of dealing with Hilbp(t)P
N and its subloci has been a fruitful field attracting the interest
of many researchers in algebraic geometry.
Only to quickly mention some of the classical results which deserve, in our opinion, a par-
ticular attention, we recall Hartshorne’s proof of the connectedness of Hilbp(t)P
N (see [Har66]),
the description of the locus of codimension 2 arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay subschemes due
to G. Ellingsrud and J. Fogarty (see [Fog68] for the dimension zero case and [Ell75] for larger
dimension) and of the study of the locus of codimension 3 arithmetically Gorenstein subschemes
due to J. Kleppe and R.M. Miró–Roig (see [MR92] and [KMR98]).
If we restrict our attention to the case of zero–dimensional subschemes of degree d, i.e. sub-
schemes with Hilbert polynomial p(t) = d, then the first significant results are due to J. Fogarty
(see [Fog68]) and to A. Iarrobino (see [Iar72]).
In [Fog68], the author proves that HilbdP
2 is smooth, hence irreducible thanks to Hartshorne’s
connectedness result (the same result holds, when one substitutes P2 by any smooth surface).
∗The first and third authors are supported by the framework of PRIN 2010/11 “Geometria delle varietà al-
gebriche”, cofinanced by MIUR, and are members of GNSAGA of INdAM. The second author was partially
supported by the project “Secant varieties, computational complexity, and toric degenerations” realised within
the Homing Plus programme of Foundation for Polish Science, co-financed from European Union, Regional De-
velopment Fund. The second author is a doctoral fellow at the Warsaw Center of Mathematics and Computer
Science financed by the Polish program KNOW. This paper is a part of “Computational complexity, generalised
Waring type problems and tensor decompositions” project within “Canaletto”, the executive program for scientific
and technological cooperation between Italy and Poland, 2013–2015. This article is partially supported by Polish
National Science Center, project 2014/13/N/ST1/02640.
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On the other hand in [Iar72], A. Iarrobino deals with the reducibility when N ≥ 3 and d is
large with respect to N . In order to better understand the result, recall that the locus of reduced
schemes R ⊆ HilbdP
N is birational to a suitable open subset of the d-th symmetric product of
PN , thus it is irreducible of dimension dN . We will denote by Hilbgend P
N its closure in HilbdP
N .
It is a well–known and easy fact that Hilbgend P
N is an irreducible component of dimension dN , by
construction. In [Iar72], the author proves that HilbdP
N is never irreducible when d ≫ N ≥ 3,
showing that there is a family of schemes of dimension greater than dN . Such a family is thus
necessarily contained in a component different from Hilbgend P
N .
D.A. Cartwright, D. Erman, M. Velasco, B. Viray proved that already for d = 8 and N ≥ 4,
the scheme HilbdP
N is reducible (see [CEVV09]).
In view of these earlier works it seems reasonable to consider the irreducibility and smoothness
of open loci in HilbdP
N defined by particular algebraic and geometric properties. In the present
paper we are interested in the locus HilbGd P
N of points in HilbdP
N representing schemes which
are Gorenstein. This is an important locus: e.g. it has an irreducible component HilbG,gend P
N :=
Hilbgend P
N ∩ HilbGd P
N of dimension dN containing all the points representing reduced schemes.
Moreover it is open, but in general not dense, inside HilbdP
N . Recently, interesting interactions
between HilbGd P
N and the geometry of secant varieties and general topology have been found
(see for example [BB14], [BJJM]).
Some results about HilbGd P
N are known. The irreducibility and smoothness of HilbGd P
N when
N ≤ 3 is part of the folklore (see [CN09, Cor 2.6] for more precise references). When N ≥ 4, the
properties of HilbGd P
N have been object of an intensive study in recent years.
E.g., it is classically known that HilbGd P
N is never irreducible for d ≥ 14 and N ≥ 6, at least
when the characteristic of k is zero (see [IE78] and [IK99]: see also [CN11]). Also for N = 4 and
d ≥ 140 or N = 5 and d ≥ 42 the scheme HilbGd P
N is reducible, see [BB14, Section 6, p. 81]. For
fixed N ∈ {4, 5} the minimal value of d, for which this scheme is reducible, is not known.
As reflected by the quoted papers, it is natural to ask if HilbGd P
N is irreducible when d ≤ 13
and N is arbitrary. There is some evidence of an affirmative answer to this question. Indeed
the first and third authors studied the locus HilbGd P
N when d ≤ 11 and N is arbitrary, proving
its irreducibility and dealing in detail with its singular locus in a series of papers [CN09, CN11,
CN14, CN13].
A key point in the study of a zero–dimensional scheme X ⊆ PN is that it is abstractly
isomorphic to SpecA where A is an Artin k-algebra with dimk(A) = d. Moreover the irreducible
components of such an X correspond bijectively to those direct summands of A, which are local.
Thus, in order to deal with HilbdP
N , it suffices to deal with the irreducible schemes in Hilbd′P
N
for each d′ ≤ d.
In all of the aforementioned papers, the methods used in the study of HilbGd P
N rely on an
almost explicit classification of the possible structure of local, Artin, Gorenstein k-algebras of
length d. Once such a classification is obtained, the authors prove that all the corresponding irre-
ducible schemes are smoothable, i.e. actually lie in HilbG,gend P
N . To this purpose they explicitly
construct a projective family flatly deforming the scheme they are interested in (or, equivalently,
the underlying algebra) to reducible schemes that they know to be in HilbG,gend P
N because their
components have lower degree.
Though such an approach sometimes seems to be too heavy in terms of calculations, only
thanks to such a partial classification it is possible to state precise results about the singularities
of HilbGd P
N .
However, in the papers [CN11, CN14], there are families Hd of schemes of degree d, where
d = 10, 11, for which an explicit algebraic description in the above sense cannot be obtained (see
Section 3 of [CN11] for the case d = 10, Section 4 of [CN14] for d = 11). Nevertheless, using an
alternative approach the authors are still able to prove the irreducibility of HilbGd P
N and study
its singular locus. Indeed, using Macaulay’s theory of inverse systems, the authors check the
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irreducibility of the aforementioned loci Hd inside Hilb
G
d P
N . Then they show the existence of a
smooth point in Hd ∩Hilb
G,gen
d P
N . Hence, it follows that Hd ⊆ Hilb
G,gen
d P
N .
The aim of the present paper is to refine and generalise this method. First, we avoid a case
by case approach by analysing large classes of algebras. Second, in [CN11, CN14] a direct check
(e.g. using a computer algebra program) is required to compute the dimension of tangent space
to the Hilbert scheme at some specific points to conclude that they are smooth. We avoid the
need of such computations by exhibiting classes of points which are smooth, making the paper
self–contained.
Using this method, we finally prove the following two statements.
Theorem A. If the characteristic of k is neither 2 nor 3, then HilbGd P
N is irreducible of dimen-
sion dN for each d ≤ 13 and for d = 14 and N ≤ 5.
Theorem B. If the characteristic of k is 0 and N ≥ 6, then HilbG14P
N is connected and it has
exactly two irreducible components, which are generically smooth.
Theorem A has an interesting consequence regarding secant varieties of Veronese embeddings.
In [Ger99] Geramita conjectures that the ideal of the 2nd secant variety (the variety of secant
lines) of the dth Veronese embedding of Pn is generated by the 3×3 minors of the ith catalecticant
matrix for 2 ≤ i ≤ d− 2. Such a conjecture was confirmed in [Rai12]. As pointed out in [BB14,
Section 8.1], the above Theorem A allows to extend the above result as follows: if r ≤ 13, 2r ≤ d
and, then for every r ≤ i ≤ d − r the set–theoretic equations of the rth secant variety of the
dth Veronese embedding of Pn are given by the (r + 1) × (r + 1) minors of the ith catalecticant
matrix.
The proofs of Theorem A and Theorem B are highly interlaced and they follow from a long
series of partial results. In order to better explain the ideas and methods behind their proofs we
will describe in the following lines the structure of the paper.
In our analysis we incorporate several tools. In Section 2 we recall the classical ones, most no-
tably Macaulay’s correspondence for local, Artinian, Gorenstein algebras and Macaulay’s Growth
Theorem. Moreover we also list some criteria for checking the flatness of a family of algebras
which will be repeatedly used throughout the whole paper.
In Section 3 we analyse Artin Gorenstein quotients of a power series ring and exploit the rich
automorphism group of this ring to put the quotient into suitable standard form, deepening a
result by A. Iarrobino.
In Section 4 we further analyse the quotients, especially their dual socle generators. We also
construct several irreducible subloci of the Hilbert scheme using the theory of secant varieties.
We give a small contribution to this theory, showing that the fourth secant variety to a Veronese
reembedding of Pn is defined by minors of a suitable catalecticant matrix.
Section 5 introduces a central object in our study: a class of families, called ray families, for
which we have relatively good control of the flatness and, in special cases, fibers. Most notably,
Subsection 5.2 gives a class of tangent preserving flat families, which enable us to construct
smooth points on the Hilbert scheme of points without the necessity of heavy computations.
Finally, in Section 6, we give the proofs of Theorem A and B. It is worth mentioning that
these results are rather easy consequences of the introduced machinery. In this section we also
prove the following general smoothability result (see Thm 6.14), which has no restriction on the
length of the algebra and generalises the smoothability results from [Sal79], [CN13] and [EV11].
Theorem C. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic neither 2 nor 3. Let A be a
local Artin Gorenstein k-algebra with maximal ideal m.
If dimk(m2/m3) ≤ 5 and dimk(m3/m4) ≤ 2, then SpecA is smoothable.
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Notation
All symbols appearing below are defined in Section 2.
k an algebraically closed field of characteristic 6= 2, 3.
P = k[x1, . . . , xn] a polynomial ring in n variables and fixed basis.
S = k[[α1, . . . , αn]] a power series ring dual (see Subsection 2.2) to P , with a fixed (dual)
basis.
mS the maximal ideal of S.
Spoly = k[α1, . . . , αn] a polynomial subring of S defined by the choice of the basis.
HA the Hilbert function of a local Artin algebra A.
∆A,i, ∆i the i-th row of the symmetric decomposition of the Hilbert function of
a local Artin Gorenstein algebra A as in Theorem 2.3.
e(a) the a-th “embedding dimension”, equal to
∑a
t=0∆t(1), as in Defini-
tion 3.1.
annS (f) the annihilator of f ∈ P with respect to the action of S.
Apolar (f) the apolar algebra of f ∈ P , equal to S/ annS (f).
2 Preliminaries
Let n be a natural number. By (S,mS , k) we denote the power series ring k[[α1, . . . , αn]] of
dimension n with a fixed basis α1, . . . , αn. The chosen basis determines a polynomial ring
Spoly = k[α1, . . . , αn] ⊆ S. By P we denote the polynomial ring k[x1, . . . , xn]. We will later
define a duality between S and P , see Subsection 2.2. We usually think of n being large enough,
so that the considered local Artin algebras are quotients of S.
For an element f ∈ P , we say that f does not contain xi if f ∈ k[x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn];
similarly for σ ∈ S or σ ∈ Spoly. For f ∈ P , by fd we denote the degree d part of f , with respect
to the total degree; similarly for σ ∈ S.
By Pm and P≤m we denote the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree m and (not nec-
essarily homogeneous) polynomials of degree at most m respectively. These spaces are naturally
affine spaces over k, which equips them with a scheme structure.
Recall that S has a rich automorphism group: for every choice of elements σ1, . . . , σn ∈ mS
linearly independent in mS/m
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S there is a unique automorphism ϕ of S such that ϕ(αi) = σi
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The existence of such automorphisms is employed in Section 4 to put the
considered Artin Gorenstein algebras in a better form. See e.g. [ER15, Section 2] for details and
examples of this method.
Remark 2.1. For the reader’s convenience we introduce numerous examples, which illustrate
the possible applications. In all these examples k may have arbitrary characteristic 6= 2, 3 unless
otherwise stated.
2.1 Artin Gorenstein schemes and algebras
In this section we recall the basic facts about Artin Gorenstein algebras. For a more thorough
treatment we refer to [IK99], [Eis95], [CN09] and [Jel13].
Finite type zero-dimensional schemes correspond to Artin algebras. Every such algebra A
splits as a finite product of its localisations at maximal ideals, which corresponds to the fact that
the support of SpecA is finite and totally disconnected. Therefore, we will focus our interest on
local Artin k-algebras. Since k is algebraically closed, such algebras have residue field k.
An important invariant of a local algebra (A,m, k) is its Hilbert function HA defined by
HA(l) = dimkm
l/ml+1. Since HA(l) = 0 for l ≫ 0 it is usual to write HA as the vector of its
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non-zero values. The socle degree of A is the largest l such that HA(l) 6= 0. Such an algebra is
Gorenstein if the annihilator of m is a one-dimensional vector space over k, see [Eis95, Chap 21].
We recall for reader’s benefit that a finite not necessarily local algebra A is Gorenstein if and
only if all its localisations at maximal ideals are Gorenstein (in particular it is meaningful to
discuss the irreducibility of the Gorenstein locus in the Hilbert scheme by reducing to the study
of deformations of local Gorenstein algebras: see Section 2.4).
Since k is algebraically closed, we may write each Artin local algebra (A,m, k) as a quotient of
the power series ring S = k[[α1, . . . , αn]] when n is large enough, in fact n ≥ HA(1) is sufficient.
Since dimk A is finite, such a presentation gives a presentation A = Spoly/I, i.e. a point [SpecA]
of the Hilbert scheme of An = SpecSpoly.
2.2 Contraction map and apolar algebras
In this section we introduce the contraction mapping, which is closely related to Macaulay’s
inverse systems. We refer to [Iar94] and [Eis95, Chap 21] for details and proofs.
Recall that P = k[x1, . . . , xn] is a polynomial ring and S = k[[α1, . . . , αn]] is a power series
ring. The k-algebra S acts on P by contraction (see [IK99, Def 1.1]). This action is denoted by
(·)y(·) : S × P → P and defined as follows. Let xa = xa11 . . . x
an
n ∈ P and α
b = αb11 . . . α
bn
n ∈ S
be monomials. We write a ≥ b if and only if ai ≥ bi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then
αbyxa :=
{
x
a−b if a ≥ b
0 otherwise.
This action extends to S × P → P by k-linearity on P and countable k-linearity on S.
The contraction action induces a perfect pairing between S/ms+1S and P≤s, which restricts to
a perfect pairing between the degree s polynomials in Spoly and P . These pairings are compatible
for different choices of s.
If f ∈ P then a derivative of f is an element of the S-module Sf , i.e. an element of the form
∂yf for ∂ ∈ S. By definition, these elements form an S-submodule of P , in particular a k-linear
subspace.
Let A = S/I be an Artin quotient of S, then A is local. The contraction action associates to
A an S-submodule M ⊆ P consisting of elements annihilated by I, so that A and M are dual. If
A is Gorenstein, then the S-moduleM is cyclic, generated by a polynomial f of degree s equal to
the socle degree of A. We call every such f a dual socle generator of the Artin Gorenstein algebra
A. Unlike M , the polynomial f is not determined uniquely by the choice of the presentation
A = S/I, however if f and g are two dual socle generators, then g = ∂yf , where ∂ ∈ S is
invertible.
Conversely, let f ∈ P be a polynomial of degree s. We can associate it the ideal I := annS (f)
such that A := S/I is a local Artin Gorenstein algebra of socle degree s. We call I the apolar
ideal of f and A the apolar algebra of f , which we denote as
A = Apolar (f) .
From the discussion above it follows that every local Artin Gorenstein algebra is an apolar algebra
of some polynomial.
Remark 2.2. Recall that we may think of S/ms+1S as the linear space dual to P≤s. An automor-
phism ψ of S or S/ms+1S induces an automorphism ψ
∗ of the k-linear space P≤s. If f ∈ P≤s and
I is the apolar ideal of f , then ψ(I) is the apolar ideal of ψ∗(f). Moreover, f and ψ∗(f) have
the same degree.
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2.3 Iarrobino’s symmetric decomposition of Hilbert function
One of the most important invariants possessed by a local Artin Gorenstein algebra is the sym-
metric decomposition of its Hilbert function, due to Iarrobino [Iar94]. To state the theorem it
is convenient to define addition of vectors of different lengths position-wise: if a = (a0, . . . , an)
and b = (b0, . . . , bm) are vectors, then a+ b = (a0 + b0, . . . , amax(m,n) + bmax(m,n)), where ai = 0
for i > n and bi = 0 for i > m. In the following, all vectors are indexed starting from zero.
Let (A,m, k) be a local Artin Gorenstein algebra. By (0 : ml) we denote the annihilator of ml
in A. The chain 0 = (0 : m0) ⊆ (0 : m1) ⊆ . . . defines a filtration on A. In general, it is different
from the usual filtration 0 = ms+1 ⊆ ms ⊆ ms−1 ⊆ . . .. The analysis of mutual position of these
filtrations is the content of Theorem 2.3 below.
Theorem 2.3 (Iarrobino’s symmetric decomposition of Hilbert function). Let (A,m, k) be a local
Artin Gorenstein algebra of socle degree s and Hilbert function HA. Let
∆i(t) := dimk
(0 : ms+1−i−t) ∩mt
(0 : ms−i−t) ∩mt + (0 : ms+1−i−t) ∩mt+1
for t = 0, 1, . . . , s− i.
The vectors ∆0,∆1, . . . ,∆s have the following properties:
1. the vector ∆i has length s + 1 − i and satisfies ∆i(t) = ∆i(s − i − t) for all integers
t ∈ [0, s − i].
2. the Hilbert function HA is equal to the sum
∑s
i=0∆i.
3. the vector ∆0 is equal to the Hilbert function of a local Artin Gorenstein graded algebra of
socle degree s.
Let (A,m, k) be a local Artin Gorenstein algebra. There are a few important remarks to do.
1. Since ∆0 is the Hilbert function of an algebra, we have ∆0(0) = 1 = HA(0). Thus for
every i > 0 we have ∆i(0) = 0. From symmetry it follows that ∆i(s + 1 − i) = 0. In
particular ∆s = (0) and ∆s−1 = (0, 0), so we may ignore these vectors. On the other hand
∆s−2 = (0, q, 0) is in general non-zero and its importance is illustrated by Proposition 4.5.
2. Suppose that HA = (1, n, 1, 1) for some n > 0. Then we have ∆0 = (1, ∗, ∗, 1) and
∆1 = (0, ∗, 0), thus ∆0 = (1, ∗, 1, 1), so that ∆0 = (1, 1, 1, 1) because of its symmetry.
Then ∆1 = (0, n − 1, 0). Similarly, if HA = (1, n, e, 1) is the Hilbert function of a local
Artin Gorenstein algebra, then n ≥ e. This is a basic example on how Theorem 2.3 imposes
restrictions on the Hilbert function of A.
3. If A is graded, then ∆0 = HA and all other ∆• are zero vectors, see [Iar94, Prop 1.7].
4. For every a ≤ s the partial sum
∑a
i=0∆i is the Hilbert function of a local Artin graded
algebra, see [Iar94, Def 1.3, Thm 1.5], see also [Iar94, Subsection 1.F]. In particular it
satisfies Macaulay’s Growth Theorem, see Subsection 2.5. Thus e.g. there is no local Artin
Gorenstein algebra with Hilbert function decomposition satisfying ∆0 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and
∆1 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0), because then (∆0 +∆1)(1) = 1 and (∆0 +∆1)(2) = 2.
Let us now analyse the case when A = Apolar (f) = S/ annS (f) is the apolar algebra of a
polynomial f ∈ P , where f =
∑s
i=0 fi for some fi ∈ Pi. Each local Artin Gorenstein algebra
is isomorphic to such algebra, see Subsection 2.2. For the proofs of the following remarks,
see [Iar94].
1. Vector ∆0 is equal to the Hilbert function of Apolar (fs), the apolar algebra of the leading
form of f .
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2. If A is graded, then annS (f) = annS (fs), so that we may always assume that f = fs.
Moreover, in this case HA(m) is equal to (Sfs)m, the number of degree m derivatives of
fs.
3. Let f1, f2 be polynomials of degree s such that f1−f2 is a polynomial of degree d < s. Let
Ai = Apolar (fi) and let ∆Ai,m be the symmetric decomposition of the Hilbert function
HAi of Ai for i = 1, 2. Then ∆A1,m = ∆A2,m for all m < s− d, see [Iar94, Lem 1.10].
2.4 Smoothability and unobstructedness
An Artin algebra A is called smoothable if it is a (finite flat) limit of smooth algebras, i.e. if
there exists a finite flat family over an irreducible base with a special fiber isomorphic to SpecA
and general fiber smooth. Recall that A ≃ Am1 × . . . Amr , where mi are maximal ideals of A.
The algebra A is smoothable if all localisations Am at its maximal ideals are smoothable. The
converse also holds, i.e. if an algebra A ≃ B1 × B2 is smoothable, then the algebras B1 and
B2 are also smoothable, a complete and characteristic free proof of this fact will appear shortly
in [BJ]. We say that a zero-dimensional scheme Z = SpecA is smoothable if the algebra A is
smoothable.
It is crucial that every local Artin Gorenstein algebra A with HA(1) ≤ 3 is smoothable,
see [CN09, Prop 2.5], which follows from the Buchsbaum-Eisenbud classification of resolutions,
see [BE77]. Also complete intersections are smoothable. A complete intersection Z ⊆ Pn is
smoothable by Bertini’s Theorem (see [Har10, Example 29.0.1], but note that Hartshorne uses
a slightly weaker definition of smoothability, without finiteness assumption). If Z = SpecA is a
complete intersection in An, then Z is a union of connected components of a complete intersection
Z ′ = SpecB in Pn, so that B ≃ A× C for some algebra C. The algebra B is smoothable since
Z ′ is. Thus also the algebra A is smoothable, i.e. Z is smoothable.
Definition 2.4. A smoothable Artin algebra A of length d, corresponding to SpecA ⊆ Pn, is
unobstructed if the tangent space to Hilbd(Pn) at the k-point [SpecA] =: p has dimension nd.
If A is unobstructed, then p is a smooth point of the Hilbert scheme.
The unobstructedness is independent of n and the chosen embedding of SpecA into Pn, see
discussion before [CN09, Lem 2.3]. The argument above shows that algebras corresponding to
complete intersections in An and Pn are unobstructed. Every local Artin Gorenstein algebra A
with HA(1) ≤ 3 is unobstructed, see [CN09, Prop 2.5]. Moreover, every local Artin Gorenstein
algebra A with HA(1) ≤ 2 is a complete intersection in A
2 by the Hilbert-Burch theorem.
Definition 2.5. An Artin algebra A is limit-reducible if there exists a flat family (over an
irreducible base) whose special fiber is A and general fiber is reducible. An Artin algebra A is
strongly non-smoothable if it is not limit-reducible.
Clearly, strongly non-smoothable algebras (other than A = k) are non-smoothable. The
definition of strong non-smoothability is useful, because to show that there is no non-smoothable
algebra of length less than d it is enough to show that there is no strongly non-smoothable
algebra of length less than d.
2.5 Macaulay’s Growth Theorem
We will recall Macaulay’s Growth Theorem and Gotzmann’s Persistence Theorem, which provide
strong restrictions on the possible Hilbert functions of graded algebras. Fix n ≥ 1. Let m be
any natural number, then m may be uniquely written in the form
m =
(
mn
n
)
+
(
mn−1
n− 1
)
+ . . .+
(
m1
1
)
,
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where mn > mn−1 > . . . > m1. We define
m〈i〉 :=
(
mn + 1
n+ 1
)
+
(
mn−1 + 1
n
)
+ . . .+
(
m1 + 1
2
)
.
It is useful to compute some initial values of the above defined function, i.e. 1〈n〉 = 1 for all
n, 3〈2〉 = 4, 4〈2〉 = 5, 6〈2〉 = 10 or 4〈3〉 = 5.
Theorem 2.6 (Macaulay’s Growth Theorem). If A is a graded quotient of a polynomial ring
over k, then the Hilbert function HA of A satisfies HA(m+ 1) ≤ HA(m)〈m〉 for all m.
Proof. See [BH93, Thm 4.2.10].
Note that the assumptions of Theorem 2.6 are satisfied for every local Artin k-algebra
(A,m, k), since its Hilbert function is by definition equal to the Hilbert function of the asso-
ciated graded algebra.
Remark 2.7. We will frequently use the following easy consequence of Theorem 2.6.
Let A be a graded quotient of a polynomial ring over k. Suppose that HA(l) ≤ l for some l.
Then HA(l) =
(l
l
)
+
(l−1
l−1
)
+ . . . and HA(l)〈l〉 =
(l+1
l+1
)
+
(l
l
)
+ . . . = HA(l), thus HA(l+1) ≤ HA(l).
It follows that the Hilbert function of HA satisfies HA(l) ≥ HA(l + 1) ≥ HA(l + 2) ≥ . . .. In
particular HA(m) ≤ l for all m ≥ l.
Theorem 2.8 (Gotzmann’s persistence Theorem). Let A = Spoly/I be a graded quotient of a
polynomial ring Spoly over k and suppose that for some l we have HA(l+ 1) = HA(l)〈l〉 and I is
generated by elements of degree at most l. Then HA(m+ 1) = HA(m)〈m〉 for all m ≥ l.
Proof. See [BH93, Thm 4.3.3].
In the following we will mostly use the following consequence of Theorem 2.8, for which we
introduce some (non-standard) notation. Let I ⊆ Spoly = k[α1, . . . , αn] be a graded ideal in a
polynomial ring and m ≥ 0. We say that I is m-saturated if for all l ≤ m and σ ∈ (Spoly)l the
condition σ · (α1, . . . , αn)
m−l ⊆ I implies σ ∈ I.
Lemma 2.9. Let Spoly = k[α1, . . . , αn] be a polynomial ring with maximal ideal n = (α1, . . . , αn).
Let I ⊆ Spoly be a graded ideal and A = Spoly/I. Suppose that I is m-saturated for some m ≥ 2.
Then
1. if HA(m) = m+1 and HA(m+1) = m+2, then HA(l) = l+1 for all l ≤ m, in particular
HA(1) = 2.
2. if HA(m) = m+2 and HA(m+1) = m+3, then HA(l) = l+2 for all l ≤ m, in particular
HA(1) = 3.
Proof. 1. First, if HA(l) ≤ l for some l < m, then by Macaulay’s Growth Theorem HA(m) ≤
l < m+ 1, a contradiction. So it suffices to prove that HA(l) ≤ l + 1 for all l < m.
Let J be the ideal generated by elements of degree at most m in I. We will prove that the
graded ideal J of Spoly defines a P
1 linearly embedded into Pn−1.
Let B = Spoly/J . Then HB(m) = m+ 1 and HB(m+ 1) ≥ m+ 2. Since HB(m) = m+ 1 =(m+1
m
)
, we have HB(m)
〈m〉 =
(m+2
m+1
)
= m + 2 and by Theorem 2.6 we get HB(m + 1) ≤ m + 2,
thus HB(m+1) = m+2. Then by Gotzmann’s Persistence Theorem HB(l) = l+1 for all l > m.
This implies that the Hilbert polynomial of ProjB ⊆ Pn−1 is hB(t) = t + 1, so that ProjB ⊆
Pn−1 is a linearly embedded P1. In particular the Hilbert function and Hilbert polynomial of
ProjB are equal for all arguments. By assumption, we have Jl = J
sat
l for all l < m. Then
HA(l) = HSpoly/J(l) = HSpoly/Jsat(l) = l + 1 for all l < m and the claim of the lemma follows.
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2. The proof is similar to the above one; we mention only the points, where it changes.
Let J be the ideal generated by elements of degree at most m in I and B = Spoly/J . Then
HB(m) = m + 2 =
(m+1
m
)
+
(m−1
m−1
)
, thus HB(m + 1) ≤
(m+2
m+1
)
+
(m
m
)
= m + 3 and B defines a
closed subscheme of Pn−1 with Hilbert polynomial hB(t) = t + 2. There are two isomorphism
types of such subschemes: P1 union a point and P1 with an embedded double point. One checks
that for these schemes the Hilbert polynomial is equal to the Hilbert function for all arguments
and then proceeds as in the proof of Point 1.
Remark 2.10. If A = Spoly/I is a graded Artin Gorenstein algebra of socle degree s, then it is m-
saturated for every m ≤ s. Indeed, we may assume that A = Apolar (F ) for some homogeneous
F ∈ P of degree s, then I = annS (F ). Let n = (α1, . . . , αn) ⊆ k[α1, . . . , αn] = Spoly. Take
σ ∈ (Spoly)l, then σ ∈ I if and only if σyF = 0. Similarly, σnm−l ⊆ I if and only if every element
of nm−l annihilates σyF . Since σyF is either a homogeneous polynomial of degree s− l ≥ m− l
or it is zero, both conditions are equivalent.
Remark 2.11. Clearly, if two graded ideals I and J of Spoly agree up to degree m and I is
m-saturated, then also J is m-saturated.
2.6 Flatness over Spec k[t]
For further reference we explicitly state a purely elementary flatness criterion. Its formulation is
a bit complicated, but this is precisely the form which is needed for the proofs. This criterion
relies on the easy observation that the torsion-free modules over k[t] are flat.
Proposition 2.12. Suppose S is a k-module and I ⊆ S[t] is a k[t]-submodule. Let I0 := I ∩ S.
If for every λ ∈ k we have
(t− λ) ∩ I ⊆ (t− λ)I + I0[t],
then S[t]/I is a flat k[t]-module.
Proof. The ring k[t] is a principal ideal domain, thus a k[t]-module is flat if and only if it is
torsion-free, see [Eis95, Cor 6.3]. Since every polynomial in k[t] decomposes into linear factors,
to prove that M = S[t]/I is torsion-free it is enough to show that t− λ are non–zerodivisors on
M , i.e. that (t− λ)x ∈ I implies x ∈ I for all x ∈ S[t], λ ∈ k.
Fix λ ∈ k and suppose that x ∈ S[t] is such that (t − λ)x ∈ I. Then by assumption
(t− λ)x ∈ (t− λ)I + I0[t], so that (t− λ)(x− i) ∈ I0[t] for some i ∈ I. Since S[t]/I0[t] ≃ S/I0[t]
is a free k[t]-module, we have x− i ∈ I0[t] ⊆ I and so x ∈ I.
Remark 2.13. Let i1, . . . , ir be the generators of I. To check the inclusion which is the assump-
tion of Proposition 2.12, it is enough to check that s ∈ (t− λ)∩ I implies s ∈ (t− λ)I + I0[t] for
all s = s1i1 + . . .+ srir, where si ∈ S.
Indeed, take an arbitrary element s ∈ I and write s = t1i1+ . . .+ trir, where t1, . . . , tr ∈ S[t].
Dividing ti by t − λ we obtain s = s1i1 + . . . + srir + (t − λ)i, where i ∈ I and si ∈ S. Denote
s′ = s1i1 + . . .+ srir, then s ∈ (t− λ) ∩ I if and only if s′ ∈ (t− λ) ∩ I and s ∈ (t− λ)I + I0[t]
if and only if s′ ∈ (t− λ)I + I0[t].
Example 2.14. Consider S = k[x, y] and I = xyS[t] + (x3 − tx)S[t] ⊆ S[t]. Take an element
s1xy + s2(x
3 − tx) ∈ I and suppose s1xy + s2(x3 − tx) ∈ (t − λ)S[t]. We want to prove that
this element lies in I0[t] + (t − λ)I. As in Remark 2.13, by subtracting an element of I(t − λ)
we may assume that s1, s2 lie in S. Then s1xy + s2(x3 − tx) ∈ (t − λ)S[t] if and only if
s1xy + s2(x
3 − λx) = 0. In particular we have s2 ∈ yS so that s2(x3 − tx) ∈ xyS[t], then
s1xy + s2(x
3 − tx) ∈ xyS[t] ⊆ I0[t].
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Similarly as in Example 2.14, in the following we will frequently use the following easy
observation, which we state in Lemma 2.15.
Lemma 2.15. Consider a ring R = B[α] graded by the degree of α. Let d be a natural number
and I ⊆ R be a homogeneous ideal generated in degrees less or equal to d.
Let q ∈ B[α] be an element of α-degree strictly less than d and such that for every b ∈ B
satisfying bαd ∈ I, we have bq ∈ I. Then for every r ∈ R the condition
r(αd − q) ∈ I implies rαd ∈ I and rq ∈ I.
Proof. We apply induction with respect to α-degree of r, the base case being r = 0. Write
r =
m∑
i=0
riα
i, where ri ∈ B.
The leading form of r(αd− q) is rmα
m+d and it lies in I. Since I is homogeneous and generated
in degree at most d, we have rmα
d ∈ I. Then rmq ∈ I by assumption, so that rˆ := r − rmα
m
satisfies rˆ(αd − q) ∈ I. By induction we have rˆαd, rˆq ∈ I, then also rαd, rq ∈ I.
3 Standard form of the dual generator
Definition 3.1. Let f ∈ P = k[x1, . . . , xn] be a polynomial of degree s. Let I = annS (f) and
A = S/I = Apolar (f). By ∆• we denote the decomposition of the Hilbert function of A and we
set e(a) :=
∑a
t=0∆t (1).
We say that f is in the standard form if
f = f0 + f1 + f2 + f3 + · · ·+ fs, where fi ∈ Pi ∩ k[x1, . . . , xe(s−i)] for all i.
Note that if f is in the standard form and ∂ ∈ mS then f + ∂yf is also in the standard form.
We say that an Artin Gorenstein algebra S/I is in the standard form if any (or every) dual socle
generator of S/I is in the standard form, see Proposition 3.5 below.
Example 3.2. If f = x61 + x
5
2 + x
3
3, then f is in the standard form. Indeed, e(0) = 1, e(1) = 2,
e(2) = 2, e(3) = 3 so that we should check that x61 ∈ k[x1], x
5
2 ∈ k[x1, x2], x
3
3 ∈ k[x1, x2, x3],
which is true. On the contrary, g = x63 + x
5
2 + x
3
1 is not in the standard form, but may be put in
the standard form via a change of variables.
The change of variables procedure of Example 3.2 may be generalised to prove that every
local Artin Gorenstein algebra can be put in a standard form, as the following Proposition 3.3
explains.
Proposition 3.3. For every Artin Gorenstein algebra S/I there is an automorphism ϕ : S → S
such that S/ϕ(I) is in the standard form.
Proof. See [Iar94, Thm 5.3AB], the proof is rewritten in [Jel13, Thm 4.38].
The idea of the proof of Proposition 3.3 is to “linearise” some elements of S. This is quite
technical and perhaps it can be best seen on the following example.
Example 3.4. On this example we exhibit the proof of Proposition 3.3. Let f = x61+x
4
1x2. The
annihilator of f in S is (α22, α
5
1 − α
3
1α2), the Hilbert function of Apolar (f) is (1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1)
and the symmetric decomposition is
∆0 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), ∆1 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), ∆2 = (0, 1, 1, 1, 0).
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This shows that e(0) = 1, e(1) = 1, e(2) = 2. If f is in the standard form we should have
f5 = x
4
1x2 ∈ k[x1, . . . , xe(1)] = k[x1]. This means that f is not in the standard form. The
“reason” for e(1) = 1 is the fact that α31(α2−α
2
1) annihilates f , and the “reason” for f5 6∈ k[x1] is
that α2 − α21 is not a linear form. Thus we make α2 − α
2
1 a linear form by twisting by a suitable
automorphism of S.
We define an automorphism ψ : S → S by ψ(α1) = α1 and ψ(α2) = α2+α21, so that we have
ψ(α2−α
2
1) = α2. The automorphism maps the annihilator of f to the ideal I := ((α2 + α
2
1)
2, α31α2).
We will see that the algebra S/I is in the standard form and also find a particular dual generator
obtained from f .
As mentioned in Remark 2.2, the automorphism ψ induces an automorphism ψ∗ of the k-
linear space P≤6. This automorphism maps f to a dual socle generator ψ∗f of S/I.
The element F := ψ∗x61 is the only element of P such that ψ(α
7
1)yF = ψ(α2)yF = 0,
ψ(α61)(F ) = 1 and ψ(α
l
1)(F ) = 0 for l ≤ 5. Caution: in the last line we use evaluation on
the functional and not the induced action (see Remark 2.2). One can compute that ψ∗x61 =
x61−x
4
1x2+x
2
1x
2
2−x
3
2 and similarly ψ
∗x41x2 = x
4
1x2−2x
2
1x2+3x
3
2 so that ψ
∗f = x61−x
2
1x
2
2+2x
3
2.
Now indeed x61 ∈ k[x1], x
2
1x
2
2 ∈ k[x1, x2] and 2x
3
2 ∈ k[x1, x2] so the dual socle generator is in the
standard form.
We note the following equivalent conditions for a dual socle generator to be in the standard
form.
Proposition 3.5. In the notation of Definition 3.1, the following conditions are equivalent for
a polynomial f ∈ P :
1. the polynomial f is in the standard form,
2. for all r and i such that r > e(s − i) we have mi−1S αr ⊆ I = (f)
⊥. Equivalently, for all r
and i such that r > e(i) we have ms−i−1S αr ⊆ I = (f)
⊥.
Proof. Straightforward.
Corollary 3.6. Let f ∈ P be such that the algebra S/I is in the standard form, where I =
annS (f). Let ϕ be an automorphism of S given by
ϕ (αi) = κiαi + qi where qi is such that deg(qiyf) ≤ deg(αiyf) and κi ∈ k \ {0} .
Then the algebra S/ϕ−1(I) is also in the standard form.
Proof. The algebras S/I and S/ϕ−1(I) are isomorphic, in particular they have equal functions
e(·). By Proposition 3.5 it suffices to prove that if for some r, i we have mrSαi ⊆ I, then m
r
Sαi ⊆
ϕ−1(I). The latter condition is equivalent to mrSϕ(αi) ⊆ I. If m
r
Sαiyf = 0 then deg(αiyf) < r
so, by assumption, deg(qiyf) < r thus m
r
Sqiyf = 0 and m
r
Sϕ(αi) = m
r
S(κiαi + qi)yf = 0.
Corollary 3.7. Suppose that q ∈ m2S does not contain αi and let ϕ : S → S be an automorphism
given by
ϕ(αj) = αj for all j 6= i and ϕ(αi) = κiαi + q, where κi ∈ k \ {0}.
Suppose that S/I is in the standard form, where I = annS (f) and that deg(qyf) ≤ deg(αiyf).
Then the algebras S/ϕ(I) and S/ϕ−1(I) are also in the standard form.
Proof. Note that ψ : S → S given by ψ(αj) = αj for j 6= i and ψ(αi) = κ
−1
i (αi − q) is an
automorphism of S and furthermore ψ(κiαi + q) = αi − q + q = αi so that ψ = ϕ
−1. Both ϕ
and ψ satisfy assumptions of Corollary 3.6 so both S/ϕ−1(I) and S/ψ−1(I) = S/ϕ(I) are in the
standard form.
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Remark 3.8. The assumption q ∈ m2S of Corollary 3.7 is needed only to ensure that ϕ is an
automorphism of S. On the other hand the fact that q does not contain αi is important, because
it allows us to control ϕ−1 and in particular prove that S/ϕ(I) is in the standard form.
The following Corollary 3.9 is a straightforward generalisation of Corollary 3.7, but the no-
tation is difficult. We first choose a set K of variables. The automorphism sends each variable
from K to (a multiple of) itself plus a suitable polynomial in variables not appearing in K.
Corollary 3.9. Take K ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} and qi ∈ m2S for i ∈ K which do not contain any variables
from the set {αi}i∈K. Define ϕ : S → S by
ϕ(αi) =
{
αi if i /∈ K
κiαi + qi, where κi ∈ k \ {0} if i ∈ K.
Suppose that S/I is in the standard form, where I = annS (f) and that deg(qiyf) ≤ deg(αiyf)
for all i ∈ K. Then the algebras S/ϕ(I) and S/ϕ−1(I) are also in the standard form.
4 Special forms of dual socle generators
Recall that k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic neither 2 nor 3.
In the previous section we mentioned that for every local Artin Gorenstein algebra there
exists a dual socle generator in the standard form, see Definition 3.1. In this section we will see
that in most cases we can say more about this generator. Our main aim is to put the generator
in the form xs + f , where f contain no monomial divisible by a “high” power of x. We will use
it to prove that families arising from certain ray decompositions (see Definition 5.2) are flat.
We begin with an easy observation.
Remark 4.1. Suppose that a polynomial f ∈ P is such that HApolar(f)(1) equals the number of
variables in P . Then any linear form in P is a derivative of f . If deg f > 1 then the S-submodules
Sf and S(f − f1 − f0) are equal, so analysing this modules we may assume f1 = f0 = 0, i.e. the
linear part of f is zero.
Later we use this remark implicitly.
The following Lemma 4.2 provides a method to slightly improve the given dual socle generator.
This improvement is the building block of all other results in this section.
Lemma 4.2. Let f ∈ P be a polynomial of degree s and A be the apolar algebra of f . Suppose
that αs1yf 6= 0. For every i let di := deg(α1αiyf) + 2.
Then A is isomorphic to the apolar algebra of a polynomial fˆ of degree s, such that αs1yfˆ = 1
and αdi−11 αiyfˆ = 0 for all i 6= 1. Moreover, the leading forms of f and fˆ are equal up to a
non-zero constant. If f is in the standard form, then fˆ is also in the standard form.
Proof. By multiplying f by a non-zero constant we may assume that αs1yf = 1. Denote I :=
annS (f). Since deg(α1αiyf) = di − 2, the polynomial α
di−1
1 αiyf = α
di−2
1 (α1αiyf) is constant;
we denote it by λi. Then(
αdi−11 αi − λiα
s
1
)
yf = 0, so that αdi−11
(
αi − λiα
s−di+1
1
)
∈ I.
Define an automorphism ϕ : S → S by
ϕ(αi) =
{
α1 if i = 1
αi − λiα
s−di+1
1 if i 6= 1,
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then αdi−11 αi ∈ ϕ
−1(I) for all i > 1. The dual socle generator fˆ of the algebra S/ϕ−1(I) has the
required form. We can easily check that the graded algebras of S/ϕ−1(I) and S/I are equal, in
particular fˆ and f have the same leading form, up to a non-zero constant.
Suppose now that f is in the standard form. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then di = deg(α1αiyf)+2 ≤
deg(αiyf) + 1, so that deg(α
s−di+1
1 yf) ≤ di − 1 ≤ deg(αiyf). Since ϕ is an automorphism of S,
by Remark 3.8 we may apply Corollary 3.9 to ϕ. Then S/ϕ(I) is in the standard form, so fˆ is
in the standard form by definition.
Example 4.3. Let f ∈ k[x1, x2, x3, x4] be a polynomial of degree s. Suppose that the leading
form fs of f can be written as fs = xs1 + gs where gs ∈ k[x2, x3, x4]. Then deg(α1αiyf) ≤ s− 3
for all i > 1. Using Lemma 4.2 we produce fˆ = xs1 + h such that the apolar algebras of f and
fˆ are isomorphic and αs−21 αiyh = 0 for all i 6= 1. Then α
s−2
1 yh = λ1x1 + λ2, where λi ∈ k for
i = 1, 2. After adding a suitable derivative to fˆ , we may assume λ1 = λ2 = 0, i.e. α
s−2
1 yh = 0.
Example 4.4. Suppose that a local Artin Gorenstein algebra A of socle degree s has Hilbert
function equal to (1,H1,H2, . . . ,Hc, 1, . . . , 1). The standard form of the dual socle generator of
A is
f = xs1 + κs−1x
s−1
1 + · · ·+ κc+2x
c+2
1 + g,
where deg g ≤ c + 1 and κ• ∈ k. By adding a suitable derivative we may furthermore make all
κi = 0 and assume that α
c+1
1 yg = 0. Using Lemma 4.2 we may also assume that α
c
1αjyg = 0
for every j 6= 1 so we may assume αc1yg = 0, arguing as in Example 4.3. This gives a dual socle
generator
f = xs1 + g,
where deg g ≤ c+ 1 and g does not contain monomials divisible by xc1.
The following proposition was proved in [CN13] under the assumption that k is algebraically
closed of characteristic zero and in [Jel13, Thm 5.1] under the assumption that k = C. For
completeness we include the proof (with no further assumptions on k other than the ones listed
at the beginning of this section).
Proposition 4.5. Let A be Artin local Gorenstein algebra of socle degree s ≥ 2 such that the
Hilbert function decomposition from Theorem 2.3 has ∆A,s−2 = (0, q, 0). Then A is isomorphic
to the apolar algebra of a polynomial f such that f is in the standard form and the quadric part f2
of f is a sum of q squares of variables not appearing in f≥3 and a quadric in variables appearing
in f≥3.
Proof. Let us take a standard dual socle generator f ∈ P := k[x1, . . . , xn] of the algebra A. Now
we will twist f to obtain the required form of f2. We may assume that HApolar(f)(1) = n.
If s = 2, then the theorem follows from the fact that the quadric f may be diagonalised.
Assume s ≥ 3. Let e := e(s − 3) =
∑s−3
t=0 ∆A,t (1). We have n = e(s − 2) = f + q, so that
f≥3 ∈ k[x1, . . . , xe] and f2 ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn]. Note that f≥3 is also in the standard form, so that
every linear form in x1, . . . , xe is a derivative of f≥3, see Remark 4.1.
First, we want to assure that α2nyf 6= 0. If αnyf ∈ k[x1, . . . , xe] then there exists an operator
∂ ∈ m2S such that (αn − ∂)yf = 0. This contradicts the fact that f was in the standard form (see
the discussion in Example 3.4). So we get that αnyf contains some xr for r > e, i.e. f contains
a monomial xrxn. A change of variables involving only xr and xn preserves the standard form
and gives α2nyf 6= 0.
Applying Lemma 4.2 to xn we see that f may be taken to be in the form fˆ + x
2
n, where fˆ
does not contain xn, i.e. fˆ ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn−1]. We repeat the argument for fˆ .
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Example 4.6. If A is an algebra of socle degree 3, then HA = (1, n, e, 1) for some n, e. Moreover,
n ≥ e and the symmetric decomposition of HA is (1, e, e, 1)+ (0, n− e, 0). By Proposition 4.5 we
see that A is isomorphic to the apolar algebra of
f +
∑
e<i≤n
x2i ,
where f ∈ k[x1, . . . , xe]. This claim was first proved by Elias and Rossi, see [ER12, Thm 4.1].
4.1 Irreducibility for fixed Hilbert function in two variables.
Below we analyse local Artin Gorenstein algebras with Hilbert function (1, 2, 2, . . .). Such alge-
bras are (in some cases) classified up to isomorphism in [EV11], but rather than such classification
we need to know the geometry of their parameter space, which is analysed (among other such
spaces) in [Iar77].
We need the following Proposition 4.7, which is part of folklore. We thank J. Buczyński for
explaining the proof.
Let r ≥ 1 be a natural number. By Hilbr SpecS we denote the Hilbert scheme of length r
subschemes of the power series ring S. It is called the punctual Hilbert scheme because as a set,
Hilbr SpecS is equal to the set of length r subschemes of P
n supported at a single fixed point.
We recall a classical construction. Let V be a constructible subset of P≤s. Assume that the
apolar algebra Apolar (f) has length r for every closed point f ∈ V . Then we may construct the
incidence scheme {(f,Apolar (f))} → V which is a finite flat family over V and thus we obtain
a morphism from V to Hilbr SpecS. See [Jel13, Prop 4.39] for details.
Proposition 4.7. Let R ⊆ Hilbr SpecS be a constructible subset and V ⊆ P denote the set of
all possible dual socle generators of elements of R. If R is irreducible, then also V is irreducible.
Proof. Below by k∗ and S∗ we denote the sets of invertible elements of k and S respectively.
There is an induced surjective morphism ϕ from V to R as explained above. By construction
the fiber over ϕ(f) is S∗yf . The image R of ϕ is irreducible, so it is enough to show the existence
of an open cover {Hi} of R such that every ϕ
−1(Hi) is irreducible.
Choose an element f ∈ V and a section of mS/ annS (f) to mS , that is, a linear subspace
m(f) ⊆ mS such that m(f) → mS/ annS (f) is bijective. Let O(f) := m(f) + k ⊆ S, then
Syf = O(f)yf . Finally let O(f)∗ := k∗ +m(f), so that ϕ−1(ϕ(f)) = O(f)∗yf . Consider the set
Uf = {g ∈ V | O(f) ∩ annS (g) = 0} = {g ∈ V | O(f)yg = Syg} .
It is an open set in V and its image Hf = ϕ(Uf ) is open (hence irreducible) in the Hilbert
scheme. Moreover Uf = ϕ
−1(Hf ). For every g ∈ Uf the fiber ϕ
−1(ϕ(g)) is equal to O(f)∗yg.
By [Ems78, Proposition 18 and its Corollary] there is an open neighborhood H ′f ⊆ Hf of
ϕ(f) such that the morphism ϕ : ϕ−1(H ′f )→ H
′
f has a section i. Denoting ϕ
−1(H ′f ) by U
′
f , we
have a surjective morphism O(f)∗ ×H ′f → U
′
f mapping (σ, h) to σyi(h). Since O(f)
∗ and H ′f
are irreducible, also U ′f is irreducible. Therefore {H
′
f} form a desired cover of R and so V is
irreducible.
Proposition 4.8. Let H = (1, 2, 2, ∗, . . . , ∗, 1) be a vector of length s+1. The set of polynomials
f ∈ k[x1, x2] such that HApolar(f) = H constitutes an irreducible subscheme of the affine space
k[x1, x2]≤s. A general member of this set has, up to an automorphism of P induced by an
automorphism of S, the form f + ∂yf , where f = xs1 + x
s2
2 for some s2 ≤ s.
Proof. Let V ⊆ k[x1, x2] denote the set of f such thatHApolar(f) = H. Then the image of V under
the mapping sending f to Apolar (f) is irreducible by [Iar77, Thm 3.13]. By Proposition 4.7 the
set V is irreducible.
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In the case H = (1, 1, 1, . . . , 1) the claim (with s2 = 0) follows directly from the existence of
the standard form of a polynomial. Further in the proof we assume H(1) = 2.
Let us take a general polynomial f such that HApolar(f) = H. Then annS (f) = (q1, q2) is a
complete intersection, where q1 ∈ S has order 2, i.e. q1 ∈ m
2
S \ m
3
S. Since f is general, we may
assume that the quadric part of q1 has maximal rank, i.e. rank two, see also [Iar77, Thm 3.14].
Then after a change of variables q1 ≡ α1α2 mod m
3
S . Since the leading form α1α2 of q1 is
reducible, q1 = δ1δ2 for some δ1, δ2 ∈ S such that δi ≡ αi mod m
2
S for i = 1, 2, see e.g. [Kun05,
Thm 16.6]. After an automorphism of S we may assume δi = αi, then α1α2 = q1 annihilates f ,
so that it has the required form.
4.2 Homogeneous forms and secant varieties
It is well-known that if F ∈ Ps is a form such that HApolar(F ) = (1, 2, . . . , 2, 1) then the standard
form of F is either xs1 + x
s
2 or x
s−1
1 x2. In particular the set of such forms in P is irreducible and
in fact it is open in the so-called secant variety. This section is devoted to some generalisations
of this result for the purposes of classification of leading forms of polynomials in P .
The following proposition is well-known if the base field is of characteristic zero (see [BGI11,
Thm 4] or [LO13]), but we could not find a reference for the positive characteristic case, so for
completeness we include the proof.
Proposition 4.9. Suppose that F ∈ k[x1, x2, x3] is a homogeneous polynomial of degree s ≥ 4.
The following conditions are equivalent
1. the algebra Apolar (F ) has Hilbert function H beginning with H(1) = H(2) = H(3) = 3,
i.e. H = (1, 3, 3, 3, . . .),
2. after a linear change of variables F is in one of the forms
xs1 + x
s
2 + x
s
3, x
s−1
1 x2 + x
s
3, x
s−2
1 (x1x3 + x
2
2).
Furthermore, the set of forms in k[x1, x2, x3]s satisfying the above conditions is irreducible.
Proof. For the characteristic zero case see [LO13] and references therein.
Let S = k[α1, α2, α3] be a polynomial ring dual to P . This notation is incoherent with the
global notation, but it is more readable than Spoly.
Let I := annS (F ) and I2 := 〈θ1, θ2, θ3〉 ⊆ S2 be the linear space of operators of degree 2
annihilating F . Let A := S/I, J := (I2) ⊆ S and B := S/J . Since A has length greater than
3 · 3 > 23, the ideal J is not a complete intersection. Let us analyse the Hilbert function of A.
By symmetry of HA, we have HA(s − 1) = HA(1) = 3. By Remark 2.7 we have 3 = HA(3) ≥
HA(4) ≥ . . . ≥ HA(s− 1) = 3, thus
HA(m) = 3 for all m = 1, 2, . . . , s− 1.
We will prove that the graded ideal J is saturated and defines a zero-dimensional scheme of
degree 3 in P2 = ProjS. First, 3 = HA(3) ≤ HB(3) ≤ 4 by Macaulay’s Growth Theorem. If
HB(3) = 4 then by Lemma 2.9 and Remark 2.10 we have HA(1) = 2, a contradiction. We have
proved that HB(3) = 3.
Now we want to prove that HB(4) = 3. By Macaulay’s Growth Theorem applied to HB(3) =
3 we have HB(4) ≤ 3. If s > 4 then HA(4) = 3, so HB(4) ≥ 3. Suppose s = 4. By Buchsbaum-
Eisenbud result [BE77] we know that the minimal number of generators of I is odd. Moreover,
we know that An = Bn for n < 4, thus the generators of I have degree two or four. Since I2 is not
a complete intersection, there are at least two generators of degree 4, so HB(4) ≥ HA(4)+2 = 3.
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From HB(3) = HB(4) = 3 by Gotzmann’s Persistence Theorem we see that HB(m) = 3
for all m ≥ 1. Thus the scheme Γ := V (J) ⊆ Proj k[α1, α2, α3] is finite of degree 3 and J is
saturated. In particular, the ideal J = I(Γ) is contained in I.
We will use Γ to compute the possible forms of F , in the spirit of Apolarity Lemma, see
[IK99, Lem 1.15]. There are four possibilities for Γ:
1. Γ is a union of three distinct, non-collinear points. After a change of basis Γ = {[1 : 0 : 0]}∪
{[0 : 1 : 0]} ∪ {[0 : 0 : 1]}, then I2 = (α1α2, α2α3, α3α1) and F = x
s
1 + x
s
2 + x
s
3.
2. Γ is a union of a point and scheme of length two, such that 〈Γ〉 = P2. After a change of
basis IΓ = (α
2
1, α1α2, α2α3), so that F = x
s−1
3 x1 + x
s
2.
3. Γ is irreducible with support [1 : 0 : 0] and it is not a 2-fat point. Then Γ is Gorenstein
and so Γ may be taken as the curvilinear scheme defined by (α23, α2α3, α1α3 − α
2
2). Then,
after a linear change of variables, F = xs−11 x3 + x
2
2x
s−2
1 .
4. Γ is a 2-fat point supported at [1 : 0 : 0]. Then IΓ = (α
2
2, α2α3, α
2
3), so F = x
s−1
1 (λ2x2 +
λ3x3) for some λ2, λ3 ∈ k. But then there is a degree one operator in S annihilating F , a
contradiction.
The set of forms F which are sums of three powers of linear forms is irreducible. To see that
the forms satisfying the assumptions of the Proposition constitute an irreducible subset of Ps
we observe that every Γ as above is smoothable by [CEVV09]. The flat family proving the
smoothability of Γ induces a family Ft → F , such that Fλ is a sum of three powers of linear
forms for λ 6= 0, see [Ems78, Corollaire in Section 2]. See also [BB14] for a generalisation of this
method.
Proposition 4.10. Let s ≥ 4. Consider the set S of all forms F ∈ k[x1, x2, x3, x4] of degree s
such that the apolar algebra of F has Hilbert function (1, 4, 4, 4, . . . , 4, 1). This set is irreducible
and its general member has the form ℓs1+ ℓ
s
2+ ℓ
s
3+ ℓ
s
4, where ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3, ℓ4 are linearly independent
linear forms.
Proof. First, the set S0 of forms equal to ℓ41 + ℓ
4
2 + ℓ
4
3 + ℓ
4
4, where ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3, ℓ4 are linearly
independent linear forms, is irreducible and contained in S. Then, it is enough to prove that S
lies in the closure of S0.
We follow the proof of Proposition 4.9, omitting some details which can be found there. Let
S = k[α1, α2, α3, α4], I := annS (F ) and J := (I2). Set A = S/I and B = S/J . Then HB(2) = 4
and HB(3) is either 4 or 5. IfHB(3) = 5, then by Lemma 2.9 we have HB(1) = 3, a contradiction.
Thus HB(3) = 4.
Now we would like to prove HB(4) = 4. By Macaulay’s Growth Theorem HB(4) ≤ 5. By
Lemma 2.9 HB(4) 6= 5, thus HB(4) ≤ 4. If s > 4 then HB(4) ≥ HA(4) ≥ 4, so we concentrate
on the case s = 4. Let us write the minimal free resolution of A, which is symmetric by [Eis95,
Cor 21.16]:
0→ S(−8)→ S(−4)⊕a⊕S(−6)⊕6 → S(−3)⊕b⊕S(−4)⊕c⊕S(−5)⊕b → S(−2)⊕6⊕S(−4)⊕a → S.
Calculating HA(3) = 4 from the resolution, we get b = 8. Calculating HA(4) = 1 we obtain
6− 2a+ c = 0. Since 1 + a = HB(4) ≤ 4 we have a ≤ 3, so a = 3, c = 0 and HB(4) = 4.
Now we calculate HB(5). If s > 5 then HB(5) = 4 as before. If s = 4 then extracting syzygies
of I2 from the above resolution we see that HB(5) = 4 + γ, where 0 ≤ γ ≤ 8, thus HB(5) = 4
and γ = 0. If s = 5, then the resolution of A is
0→ S(−9)→ S(−4)⊕3 ⊕ S(−7)⊕6 → S(−3)⊕8 ⊕ S(−6)⊕8 → S(−5)⊕3 ⊕ S(−2)⊕6 → S.
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So HB(5) = 56 − 20 · 6 + 8 = 4. Thus, as in the previous case we see that J is the saturated
ideal of a scheme Γ of degree 4. Then Γ is smoothable by [CEVV09] and its smoothing induces
a family Ft → F , where Fλ ∈ S0 for λ 6= 0.
The following Corollary 4.11 is a consequence of Proposition 4.10. This corollary is not used
in the proofs of the main results, but it is of certain interest of its own and shows another
connection with secant varieties. For simplicity and to refer to some results from [LO13], we
assume that k = C, but the claim holds for all fields of characteristic either zero or large enough.
To formulate the claim we introduce catalecticant matrices. Let ϕa,s−a : Sa × Ps → Ps−a be
the contraction mapping applied to homogeneous polynomials of degree s. For F ∈ Ps we obtain
ϕa,s−a(F ) : Sa → Ps−a, whose matrix is called the a-catalecticant matrix. It is straightforward
to see that rkϕa,s−a(F ) = HApolar(F )(a).
Corollary 4.11. Let s ≥ 4 and k = C. The fourth secant variety to s-th Veronese reembedding
of Pn is a subset σ4(vs(Pn)) ⊆ P(Ps) set-theoretically defined by the condition rkϕa,s−a ≤ 4,
where a = ⌊s/2⌋.
Proof. Since HApolar(F )(a) ≤ 4 for F which is a sum of four powers of linear forms, by semicon-
tinuity every F ∈ σ4(vs(P
n)) satisfies the above condition.
Let F ∈ Ps be a form satisfying rkϕa,s−a(F ) ≤ 4. Let A = Apolar (F ) and H = HA be the
Hilbert function of A. We want to reduce to the case where H(n) = 4 for all 0 < n < s.
First we show that H(n) ≥ 4 for all 0 < n < s. If H(1) ≤ 3, then the claim follows
from [LO13, Thm 3.2.1 (2)], so we assume H(1) ≥ 4. Suppose that for some n satisfying
4 ≤ n < s we have H(n) < 4. Then by Remark 2.7 we have H(m) ≤ H(n) for all m ≥ n, so that
H(1) = H(s − 1) < 4, a contradiction. Thus H(n) ≥ 4 for all n ≥ 4. Moreover, H(3) ≥ 4 by
Macaulay’s Growth Theorem. Suppose now that H(2) < 4. By Theorem 2.6 the only possible
case is H(2) = 3 and H(3) = 4. But then H(1) = 2 < 4 by Lemma 2.9, a contradiction. Thus
we have proved that
H(n) ≥ 4 for all 0 < n < s. (1)
We have H(a) = 4. If s ≥ 8, then a ≥ 4, so by Remark 2.7 we have H(n) ≤ 4 for all n > a.
Then by the symmetry H(n) = H(s − n) we have H(n) ≤ 4 for all n. Together with H(n) ≥ 4
for 0 < n < s, we have H(n) = 4 for 0 < n < s. Then F ∈ σ4(vs(P
n)) by Proposition 4.10. If
a = 3 (i.e. s = 6 or s = 7), then H(4) ≤ 4 by Lemma 2.9 and we finish the proof as in the case
s ≥ 8. If s = 5, then a = 2 and the Hilbert function of A is (1, n, 4, 4, n, 1). Again by Lemma 2.9,
we have n ≤ 4, thus n = 4 by (1) and Proposition 4.10 applies. If s = 4, then H = (1, n, 4, n, 1).
Suppose n ≥ 5, then Lemma 2.9 gives n ≤ 3, a contradiction. Thus n = 4 and Proposition 4.10
applies also to this case.
Note that for s ≥ 8 the Corollary 4.11 was also proved, in the case k = C, in [BB14, Thm 1.1].
5 Ray sums, ray families and their flatness
Recall that k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic neither 2 nor 3. Since k[[αi]] is a
discrete valuation ring, all its ideals have the form ανi k[[αi]] for some ν ≥ 0. We use this property
to construct certain decompositions of the ideals in the power series ring S.
Definition 5.1. Let I be an ideal of finite colength in the power series ring k[[α1, . . . , αn]] and
πi : k[[α1, . . . , αn]]։ k[[αi]] be the projection defined by πi(αj) = 0 for j 6= i and πi(αi) = αi.
The i-th ray order of I is a non-negative integer ν = rordi (I) such that πi(I) = (ανi ).
By the discussion above, the ray order is well-defined. Below by pi we denote the kernel of
πi; this is the ideal generated by all variables except for αi.
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Definition 5.2. Let I be an ideal of finite colength in the power series ring S = k[[α1, . . . , αn]].
A ray decomposition of I with respect to αi consists of an ideal J ⊆ S, such that J ⊆ I ∩ pi,
together with an element q ∈ pi and ν ∈ Z+ such that
I = J + (ανi − q)S.
Note that from Definition 5.1 it follows that for every I and i a ray decomposition (with
J = I ∩ pi) exists and that ν = rordi (I) for every ray decomposition.
Definition 5.3. Let S = k[[α1, . . . , αn]] and Spoly = k[α1, . . . , αn] ⊆ S. Let I = J + (ανi − q)S
be a ray decomposition of a finite colength ideal I ⊆ S. Let Jpoly = J ∩ Spoly. The associated
lower ray family is
k[t]→
Spoly[t]
Jpoly[t] + (α
ν
i − t · αi − q)Spoly[t]
,
and the associated upper ray family is
k[t]→
Spoly[t]
Jpoly[t] + (α
ν
i − t · α
ν−1
i − q)Spoly[t]
.
If the lower (upper) family is flat over k[t] we will call it a lower (upper) ray degeneration.
Note that the lower and upper ray degenerations agree for ν = 2.
Remark 5.4. In all considered cases the quotient Spoly/Jpoly will be finite over k, so that every
ray family will be finite over k[t]. Then every ray degeneration will give a morphism to the Hilbert
scheme. We leave this check to the reader.
Remark 5.5. In this remark for simplicity we assume that i = 1 in Definition 5.3. Below we
write α instead of α1. Let us look at the fibers of the upper ray family from this definition in a
special case, when α · q ∈ J . The fiber over t = 0 is isomorphic to S/I. Let us take λ 6= 0 and
analyse the fiber at t = λ. This fiber is supported at (0, 0, . . . , 0) and at (0, . . . , 0, λ, 0, . . . , 0),
where λ appears on the i-th position. In particular, this shows that the existence of an upper
ray degeneration proves that the algebra S/I is limit-reducible; this is true also for the lower ray
degeneration.
Now αν+1 − λαν is in the ideal defining the fiber of the upper ray family over t = λ. Now
one may compute that near (0, . . . , 0) the ideal defining the fiber is (λαν−1 − q) + J . Similarly
near (0, . . . , 0, λ, 0, . . . , 0) it is (α− λ) + (q) + J . The argument is similar (though easier) to the
proof of Proposition 5.10.
Most of the families constructed in [CEVV09] and [CN09] are ray degenerations.
Definition 5.6. For a non-zero polynomial f ∈ P and d ≥ 2 the d-th ray sum of f with respect
to a derivation ∂ ∈ mS is a polynomial g ∈ P [x] given by
g = f + xd · ∂yf + x2d · ∂2yf + x3d · ∂3yf + . . . .
The following proposition shows that a ray sum naturally induces a ray decomposition, which
can be computed explicitly.
Proposition 5.7. Let g be the d-th ray sum of f with respect to ∂ ∈ mS such that ∂yf 6= 0. Let
α be an element dual to x, so that P [x] and T := S[[α]] are dual. The annihilator of g in T is
given by the formula
annT (g) = annS (f) +
(
d−1∑
i=1
kαi
)
annS (∂yf) + (α
d − ∂)T, (2)
where the sum denotes the sum of k-vector spaces. In particular, the ideal annT (g) ⊆ T is
generated by annS (f), α annS (∂yf) and αd − ∂. The formula (2) is a ray decomposition of
annT (g) with respect to α and with J = annS (f)T + α annS (∂yf)T and q = ∂.
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Proof. It is straightforward to see that the right hand side of Equation (2) lies in annT (g). Let
us take any ∂′ ∈ annT (g). Reducing the powers of α using α
d − ∂ we can write
∂′ = σ0 + σ1α+ · · · + σk−1α
d−1,
where σ• do not contain α. The action of this derivation on g gives
0 = σ0yf + xσd−1∂yf + x
2σd−2∂yf + · · · + x
d−1σ1∂yf + x
d (. . . ) .
We see that σ0 ∈ annS (f) and σi ∈ annS (∂yf) for i ≥ 1, so the equality is proved. It is also clear
that J ⊆ mST and annT (g) = J +(α
d−∂)T , so that indeed we obtain a ray decomposition.
Remark 5.8. It is not hard to compute the Hilbert function of the apolar algebra of a ray sum
in some special cases. We mention one such case below. Let f ∈ P be a polynomial satisfying
f2 = f1 = f0 = 0 and ∂ ∈ m2S be such that ∂yf = ℓ is a linear form, so that ∂
2
yf = 0.
Let A = Apolar (f) and B = Apolar
(
f + x2ℓ
)
. The only different values of HA and HB are
HB(m) = HA(m) + 1 for m = 1, 2. The f2 = f1 = f0 = 0 assumption is needed to ensure that
the degrees of ∂yf and ∂y(f + x2ℓ) are equal for all ∂ not annihilating f .
5.1 Flatness of ray families
Proposition 5.9. Let g be the d-th ray sum with respect to f and ∂. Then the corresponding
upper and lower ray families are flat. Recall, that these families are explicitly given as
k[t]→
Tpoly[t]
Jpoly[t] + (αd − tαd−1 − ∂)Tpoly[t]
(upper ray family), (3)
k[t]→
Tpoly[t]
Jpoly[t] + (αd − tα− ∂)Tpoly[t]
(lower ray family), (4)
where Tpoly is the fixed polynomial subring of T .
Proof. We start by proving the flatness of Family (4).
We want to use Proposition 2.12. To simplify notation let J := Jpoly. Denote by I the ideal
defining the family and suppose that some z ∈ I lies in (t − λ) for some λ ∈ k. Write z as
i+ i2
(
αd − tα− ∂
)
, where i ∈ J [t], i2 ∈ Tpoly[t], and note that by Remark 2.13 we may assume
i ∈ J , i2 ∈ Tpoly. Since z ∈ (t− λ), we have that i+ i2(α
d − λα− ∂) = 0, so
i2(α
d − λα− ∂) = −i ∈ J.
By Proposition 5.7 the ideal J is homogeneous with respect to grading by α. More precisely it
is equal to J0 + J1α, where J0 = annS (f)T, J1 = annS (∂yf)T are generated by elements not
containing α, so that J is generated by elements of α-degree at most one. We now check the
assumptions of Lemma 2.15. Note that ∂J ⊆ J0 by definition of J . If r ∈ Tpoly is such that
rαd ∈ J , then r ∈ J1, so that r(λα+ ∂) ∈ αJ1+ J0 ⊆ J . Therefore the assumptions are satisfied
and the Lemma shows that i2α
d ∈ J . Then i2α ∈ J , thus i2(α
d − tα) ∈ J [t] ⊆ (I ∩ Tpoly)[t].
Since i2∂ ∈ I ∩ Tpoly by definition, this implies that i + i2(α
d − tα − ∂) ∈ J [t] ⊆ (I ∩ Tpoly)[t].
Now the flatness follows from Proposition 2.12.
The same proof works equally well for upper ray family: one should just replace α by αd−1 in
appropriate places of the proof. For this reason we leave the case of Family (3) to the reader.
Proposition 5.10. Let us keep the notation of Proposition 5.9. Let λ ∈ k \ {0}. The fibers of
the Family (3) and Family (4) over t− λ are reducible.
Suppose that ∂2yf = 0 and the characteristic of k does not divide d − 1. The fiber of the
Family (4) over t− λ is isomorphic to
SpecApolar (f) ⊔ (SpecApolar (∂f))⊔d−1 .
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Proof. For both families the support of the fiber over t− λ contains the origin. The support of
the fiber of Family (3) contains furthermore a point with α = λ and other coordinates equal to
zero. The support of the fiber of Family (4) contains a point with α = ω, where ωd−1 = λ.
Now let us concentrate on Family (4) and on the case ∂2yf = 0. The support of the fiber
over t− λ is (0, . . . , 0, 0) and (0, . . . , 0, ω), where ωd−1 = λ are (d − 1)-th roots of λ, which are
pairwise different because of the characteristic assumption. We will analyse the support point
by point. By hypothesis ∂ ∈ annS (∂yf), so that α · ∂ ∈ J , thus α
d+1 − λ ·α2 is in the ideal I of
the fiber over t = λ.
Near (0, 0, . . . , 0) the element αd−1 − λ is invertible, so α2 is in the localisation of the ideal
I, thus α+ λ−1∂ is in the ideal. Now we check that the localisation of I is equal to annS (f) +
(α+ λ−1∂)Tpoly. Explicitly, one should check that
(
annS (f) + (α+ λ
−1∂)Tpoly
)
(0,...,0)
=
(
annS (f) + (α
d − λα− ∂)Tpoly
)
(0,...,0)
.
Then the stalk of the fiber at (0, . . . , 0) is isomorphic to SpecApolar (f).
Near (0, 0, . . . , 0, ω) the elements α and α
k+1−λ·α2
α−ω are invertible, so annS (∂yf) and α−ω are in
the localisation of I. This, along with the other inclusion, proves that this localisation is generated
by annS (∂yf) and α− ω and thus the stalk of the fiber is isomorphic to SpecApolar (∂f).
We make the most important corollary explicit:
Corollary 5.11. We keep the notation of Proposition 5.9. Suppose that char k does not divide
d − 1 and ∂2yf = 0. If both apolar algebras of f and ∂yf are smoothable then also the apolar
algebra of every ray sum of f with respect to ∂ is smoothable.
Example 5.12. Let f ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] be a dual socle generator of an algebra A. Then the
algebra B = Apolar
(
f + x2n+1
)
is limit-reducible: it is a limit of algebras of the form A× k. In
particular, if A is smoothable, then B is also smoothable.
Combining this with Proposition 4.5, we see that every local Gorenstein algebra A of socle
degree s with ∆A,s−2 = (0, q, 0), where q 6= 0, is limit-reducible.
If deg f ≥ 2, then the Hilbert functions of A = Apolar (f) and B = Apolar
(
f + x2n+1
)
are
related by HB(m) = HA(m) for m 6= 1 and HB(1) = HA(1) + 1.
Above, we took advantage of the explicit form of ray decompositions coming from ray sums
to analyse the resulting ray families in depth. In Proposition 5.13 below we prove the flatness of
the upper ray family without such knowledge. The price paid for this is the fact that we get no
information about the fibers of this family.
Proposition 5.13. Let f = xs1 + g ∈ P be a polynomial of degree s such that α
c
1yg = 0
for some c satisfying 2c ≤ s. Then any ray decomposition annS (f) = (αν1 − q) + J , where
J = annS (f)∩ (α2, . . . , αn), gives rise to an upper ray degeneration. In particular Apolar (f) is
limit-reducible.
Proof. Let I := (αν1−tα
ν−1
1 −q)+J be the ideal defining the ray family and recall that q, J ⊆ p1,
where p1 = (α2, . . . , αn).
Since αν1 − q ∈ annS (f), we have qyg = qyf = α
ν
1yf = x
s−ν
1 + α
ν
1yg. Then α
s−ν
1 (qyg) =
αs−ν1 yx
s−ν
1 +α
s
1yg = 1, thus α
s−ν
1 yg 6= 0. It follows that s− ν ≤ c− 1, so ν − 1 ≥ s− c ≥ c, thus
αν−11 yg = 0. For all γ ∈ p1, we claim that
γ · (αν1 − tα
ν−1
1 − q) ∈ J [t]. (5)
Note that (αν1 − q)yf = 0 and α
ν−1
1 γyf = α
ν−1
1 γyg = 0. This means that α
ν−1
1 γ ∈ J . Since
always (αν1 − q)γ ∈ J , we have proved (5).
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Let I ⊆ Spoly[t] be the ideal defining the upper ray family. Take any λ ∈ k and an element
i ∈ I ∩ (t− λ). We will prove that i ∈ I(t− λ) + I0[t], where I0 = I ∩ S, then Proposition 2.12
asserts that S[t]/I is flat. Write i = i1 + i2(α
ν
1 − tα
ν−1
1 − q). As before, we may assume i1 ∈ J ,
i2 ∈ S. Since i ∈ (t−λ), we have i1+ i2(α
ν
1−λα
ν−1
1 −q) = 0. Since i1 ∈ p1, we also have i2 ∈ p1.
But then by Inclusion (5) we have i2(α
ν
1 − tα
ν−1
1 − q) ⊆ I0[t]. Since clearly i1 ∈ J ⊆ I0[t], the
assumptions of Proposition 2.12 are satisfied, thus the upper ray family is flat.
Now, Remark 5.5 shows that a general fiber of the upper ray degeneration is reducible, thus
Apolar (f) is a flat limit of reducible algebras, i.e. limit-reducible.
Example 5.14. Let f ∈ k[x1, x2, x3, x4] be a polynomial of degree 4. Suppose that the leading
form f4 of f can be written as f4 = x41 + g4 where g4 ∈ k[x2, x3, x4]. We will prove that
Apolar (f) is limit-reducible. By Example 4.3 we may assume that f = x41 + g, where α
2
1yg = 0.
By Proposition 5.13 we see that Apolar (f) is limit-reducible.
Example 5.15. Suppose that an Artin local Gorenstein algebra A has Hilbert function HA =
(1,H1, . . . ,Hc, 1, . . . , 1) and socle degree s ≥ 2c. By Example 4.4 we may assume that A ≃
Apolar (xs1 + g), where α
c
1yg = 0 and deg g ≤ c + 1. Then by Proposition 5.13 we obtain a flat
degeneration
k[t]→
S[t]
(αν1 − tα
ν−1
1 − q) + J
. (6)
Thus A is limit-reducible in the sense of Definition 2.5. Let us take λ 6= 0. By Remark
5.5 the fiber over t = λ is supported at (0, 0, . . . , 0) and at (λ, 0, . . . , 0) and the ideal defin-
ing this fiber near (0, 0, . . . , 0) is I0 = (λα
ν−1
1 − q) + J . From the proof of 5.13 it follows
that αν−11 yg = 0. Then one can check that I0 lies in the annihilator of λ
−1xs−11 + g. Since
σy(xs1 + g) = σy(λ
−1xs−11 + g) for every σ ∈ (α2, . . . , αn), one calculates that the apolar alge-
bra of λ−1xs−11 + g has Hilbert function (1,H1, . . . ,Hc, 1, . . . , 1) and socle degree s − 1. Then
dimk Apolar
(
xs−11 + g
)
= dimk Apolar
(
λ−1xs1 + g
)
− 1. Thus the fiber is a union of a point and
SpecApolar
(
λ−1xs1 + g
)
, i.e. degeneration (6) peels one point off A.
5.2 Tangent preserving ray degenerations
A (finite) ray degeneration gives a morphism from Speck[t] to the Hilbert scheme, i.e. a curve
on the Hilbert scheme Hilb(Pn). In this section we prove that in some cases the dimension of
the tangent space to Hilb(Pn) is constant along this curve. This enables us to prove that certain
points of this scheme are smooth without the need for lengthy computations.
This section seems to be the most technical part of the paper, so we include even more
examples. The most important results here are Theorem 5.18 together with Corollary 5.20; see
examples below Corollary 5.20 for applications.
Recall (e.g. [Jel13, Prop 4.10] or [CN09]) that the dimension of the tangent space to Hilb(Pn)
at a k-point corresponding to a Gorenstein scheme SpecS/I is dimk S/I
2 − dimk S/I.
Lemma 5.16. Let d ≥ 2. Let g be the d-th ray sum of f ∈ P with respect to ∂ ∈ S such that
∂2yf = 0. Denote I := annS (f) and J := annS (∂yf). Take T = S[[α]] to be the ring dual to
P [x] and let
I :=
(
I + Jα+ (αd − tα− ∂)
)
· T [t]
be the ideal in T [t] defining the associated lower ray degeneration, see Proposition 5.9. Then the
family k[t]→ T [t]/I2 is flat if and only if (I2 : ∂) ∩ I ∩ J2 ⊆ I · J .
Proof. To prove flatness we will use Proposition 2.12. Take an element i ∈ I2∩ (t−λ). We want
to prove that i ∈ I2(t − λ) + I0[t], where I0[t] = I
2 ∩ T . Let J := (I + Jα)T . Subtracting a
suitable element of I2(t− λ) we may assume that
i = i1 + i2(α
d − tα− ∂) + i3(α
d − tα− ∂)2,
where i1 ∈ J
2, i2 ∈ J and i3 ∈ T . We will in fact show that i ∈ I
2(t− λ) + J 2[t].
To simplify notation denote σ = αd−λα−∂. Note that Jσ ⊆ J . We have i1+i2σ+i3σ
2 = 0.
Let j3 := i3σ. We want to apply Lemma 2.15, below we check its assumptions. The ideal J
is homogeneous with respect to α, generated in degrees less than d. Let s ∈ T be an element
satisfying sαd ∈ J . Then s ∈ J , which implies s(λα + ∂) ∈ J . By Lemma 2.15 and i3σ
2 =
j3σ ∈ J we obtain j3α
d ∈ J , i.e. i3σα
d ∈ J . Applying the same argument to i3α
d we obtain
i3α
2d ∈ J , therefore i3 ∈ JT . Then
i3(α
d− tα−∂)2− i3σ(α
d− tα−∂) = i3α(t−λ)(α
d− tα−∂) ∈ J (t−λ)(αd− tα−∂) ⊆ I2(t−λ).
Subtracting this element from i and substituting i2 := i2+ i3σ we may assume i3 = 0. We obtain
0 = i1 + i2σ = i1 + i2(α
d − λα− ∂). (7)
Let i2 = j2 + v2α, where j2 ∈ S, i.e. it does not contain α. Since i2 ∈ J , we have j2 ∈ I. As
before, we have v2α((α
d− tα−∂)−σ) = v2α
2(t−λ) ∈ I2(t−λ), so that we may assume v2 = 0.
Comparing the top α-degree terms of (7) we see that j2 ∈ J
2. Comparing the terms of (7)
not containing α, we deduce that j2∂ ∈ I
2, thus j2 ∈ (I
2 : ∂). Jointly, j2 ∈ I ∩J
2 ∩ (I2 : ∂), thus
j2 ∈ IJ by assumption. But then j2α ∈ J
2, thus j2(α
d − tα− ∂) ∈ J 2[t] and since i1 ∈ J
2, the
element i lies in J 2[t] ⊆ I0[t]. Thus the assumptions of Proposition 2.12 are satisfied and the
family T [t]/I2 is flat over k[t].
The converse is easier: one takes i2 ∈ I ∩ J
2 ∩ (I2 : ∂) such that i2 6∈ IJ . On one hand, the
element j := i2(α
d− ∂) lies in J 2 and we get that i2(α
d− tα− ∂)− j = ti2α ∈ I
2. On the other
hand if i2α ∈ I
2, then i2α ∈ (I
2 + (t)) ∩ T = (J + (αd − ∂))2, which is not the case.
Remark 5.17. Let us keep the notation of Lemma 5.16. Fix λ ∈ k \ {0} and suppose that
the characteristic of k does not divide d − 1. The supports of the fibers of S[t]/I, I/I2 and
S[t]/I2 over t = λ are finite and equal. In particular from Proposition 5.10 it follows that the
dimension of the fiber of I/I2 over t− λ is equal to tan(f) + (d − 1) tan(∂yf), where tan(h) =
dimk annS (h) / annS (h)
2 is the dimension of the tangent space to the point of the Hilbert scheme
corresponding to SpecS/ annS (h).
Theorem 5.18. Suppose that a polynomial f ∈ P corresponds to a smoothable, unobstructed
algebra Apolar (f). Let ∂ ∈ S be such that ∂2yf = 0 and the algebra Apolar (∂yf) is smoothable
and unobstructed. The following are equivalent:
1. the d-th ray sum of f with respect to ∂ is unobstructed for some d such that 2 ≤ d ≤ char k
(or 2 ≤ d if char k = 0).
1a. the d-th ray sum of f with respect to ∂ is unobstructed for all d such that 2 ≤ d ≤ char k
(or 2 ≤ d if char k = 0).
2. The k[t]-module I/I2 is flat, where I is the ideal defining the lower ray family of the d-th
ray sum for some 2 ≤ d ≤ char k (or 2 ≤ d if char k = 0), see Definition 5.3.
2a. The k[t]-module I/I2 is flat, where I is the ideal defining the lower ray family of the d-th
ray sum for every 2 ≤ d ≤ char k (or 2 ≤ d if char k = 0), see Definition 5.3.
3. The family k[t] → S[t]/I2 is flat, where I is the ideal defining the lower ray family of the
d-th ray sum for some 2 ≤ d ≤ char k (or 2 ≤ d if char k = 0).
3a. The family k[t] → S[t]/I2 is flat, where I is the ideal defining the lower ray family of the
d-th ray sum for every 2 ≤ d ≤ char k (or 2 ≤ d if char k = 0).
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4. The following inclusion (equivalent to equality) of ideals in S holds: I∩J2∩(I2 : ∂) ⊆ I ·J ,
where I = annS (f) and J = annS (∂yf).
Proof. It is straightforward to check that the inclusion I · J ⊆ I ∩ J2 ∩ (I2 : ∂) ⊆ I · J in Point
4 always holds, thus the other inclusion is equivalent to equality.
3. ⇐⇒ 4. ⇐⇒ 3a. The equivalence of Point 3 and Point 4 follows from Lemma 5.16. Since
Point 4 is independent of d, the equivalence of Point 4 and Point 3a also follows.
2. ⇐⇒ 3. and 2a. ⇐⇒ 3a. We have an exact sequence of k[t]-modules
0→ I/I2 → S[t]/I2 → S[t]/I→ 0.
Since S[t]/I is a flat k[t]-module by Proposition 5.9, we see from the long exact sequence of Tor
that I/I2 is flat if and only if S[t]/I2 is flat.
1. ⇐⇒ 2. and 1a. ⇐⇒ 2a. Let g ∈ P [x] be the d-th ray sum of f with respect to ∂.
We may consider Apolar (g), Apolar (f), Apolar (∂yf) as quotients of a polynomial ring Tpoly,
corresponding to points of the Hilbert scheme. The dimension of the tangent space at Apolar (g)
is given by dimk I/I
2 ⊗ k[t]/t = dimk I/(I
2 + (t)). By Remark 5.17 it is equal to the sum of
the dimension of the tangent space at Apolar (f) and (d− 1) times the dimension of the tangent
space to Apolar (∂yf). Since both algebras are smoothable and unobstructed we conclude that
Apolar (g) is also unobstructed. On the other hand, if Apolar (g) is unobstructed, then I/I2 is a
finite k[t]-module such that the length of the fiber I/I2 ⊗ k[t]/m does not depend on the choice
of the maximal ideal m ⊆ k[t]. Then I/I2 is flat by [Har77, Ex II.5.8] or [Har77, Thm III.9.9]
applied to the associated sheaf.
Remark 5.19. The condition from Point 4 of Theorem 5.18 seems very technical. It is enlight-
ening to look at the images of (I2 : ∂) ∩ I and I · J in I/I2. The image of (I2 : ∂) ∩ I is the
annihilator of ∂ in I/I2. This annihilator clearly contains (I : ∂)·I/I2 = J ·I/I2. This shows that
if the S/I-module I/I2 is “nice”, for example free, we should have an equality (I2 : ∂)∩ I = I ·J .
More generally this equality is connected to the syzygies of I/I2.
In the remainder of this subsection we will prove that in several situations the conditions of
Theorem 5.18 are satisfied.
Corollary 5.20. We keep the notation and assumptions of Theorem 5.18. Suppose further
that the algebra S/I = Apolar (f) is a complete intersection. Then the equivalent conditions of
Theorem 5.18 are satisfied.
Proof. Since S/I is a complete intersection, the S/I-module I/I2 is free, see e.g. [Mat86,
Thm 16.2] and discussion above it or [Eis95, Ex 17.12a]. It implies that (I2 : ∂) ∩ I = (I :
∂)I = JI, because J = annS (∂yf) = {s ∈ S | s∂yf = 0} = (annS (f) : ∂) = (I : ∂). Thus the
condition from Point 4 of Theorem 5.18 is satisfied.
Example 5.21. If A = S/I is a complete intersection, then it is smoothable and unobstructed
(see Subsection 2.4). The apolar algebras of monomials are complete intersections, therefore the
assumptions of Theorem 5.18 are satisfied e.g. for f = x21x
2
2x3 and ∂ = α
2
2. Now Corollary 5.20
implies that the equivalent conditions of the Theorem are also satisfied, thus x21x
2
2x3 + x
d
4x
2
1x3 =
(x22x3)(x
2
1 + x
d
4) is unobstructed for every d ≥ 2 (provided char k = 0 or d ≤ char k). Similarly,
x21x2x3 + x
2
4x1 is unobstructed and has Hilbert function (1, 4, 5, 3, 1).
Example 5.22. Let f = (x21 + x
2
2)x3, then annS (f) = (α
2
1 − α
2
2, α1α2, α
2
3) is a complete inter-
section. Take ∂ = α1α3, then ∂yf = x1 and ∂2yf = 0, thus f + x24∂yf = x
2
1x3 + x
2
2x3 + x
2
4x1 is
unobstructed. Note that by Remark 5.8 the apolar algebra of this polynomial has Hilbert function
(1, 4, 4, 1).
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Proposition 5.23. Let f ∈ P be such that Apolar (f) is a complete intersection.
Let d be a natural number. Suppose that char k = 0 or d ≤ char k. Take ∂ ∈ S such that
∂2yf = 0 and Apolar (∂yf) is also a complete intersection. Let g ∈ P [y] be the d-th ray sum f
with respect to ∂, i.e. g = f + yd∂yf .
Suppose that deg ∂yf > 0. Let β be the variable dual to y and σ ∈ S be such that σy(∂yf) = 1.
Take ϕ := σβ ∈ T = S[[β]]. Let h be any ray sum of g with respect to ϕ, explicitly
h = f + yd∂yf + zmyd−1
for some m ≥ 2.
Then the algebra Apolar (h) is unobstructed.
Proof. First note that ϕyg = yd−1 and so ϕ2yg = σyyd−2 = 0, since σ ∈ mS . Therefore indeed
h has the presented form.
From Corollary 5.20 it follows that Apolar (g) is unobstructed. Since ϕyg = yd−1, the algebra
Apolar (ϕyg) is unobstructed as well. Now by Theorem 5.18 it remains to prove that
(I2g : ϕ) ∩ Ig ∩ J
2
g ⊆ IgJg, (8)
where Ig = annT (g) , Jg = annT (ϕyg). The rest of the proof is a technical verification of this
claim. Denote If := annS (f) and Jf := annS (∂yf); note that we take annihilators in S. By
Proposition 5.7 we have Ig = IfT +βJfT +(β
d−∂)T . Consider γ ∈ T lying in (I2g : ϕ)∩ Ig ∩J
2
g .
Write γ = γ0 + γ1β + γ2β
2 + . . . where γi ∈ S, so they do not contain β. We will prove that
γ ∈ IgJg.
First, since (βd − ∂)2 ∈ IgJg we may reduce powers of β in γ using this element and so we
assume γi = 0 for i ≥ 2d. Let us take i < 2d. Since γ ∈ J
2
g =
(
annT
(
yd−1
))2
=
(
mS, β
d
)2
we see
that γi ∈ mS ⊆ Jg. For i > d we have β
i ∈ Ig, so that γiβ
i ∈ JgIg and we may assume γi = 0.
Moreover, βdγd − ∂γd ∈ IgJg so we may also assume γd = 0, obtaining
γ = γ0 + · · ·+ γd−1β
d−1.
From the explicit description of Ig in Proposition 5.7 it follows that γi ∈ Jf for all i.
Let M = I2g ∩ϕT = I
2
g ∩ JfβT . Then for γ as above we have γϕ ∈M , so we will analyse the
module M . Recall that
I2g = I
2
f · T + βIfJf · T + β
2J2f · T + (β
d − ∂)If · T + (β
d − ∂)βJf · T + (β
d − ∂)2 · T. (9)
We claim that
M ⊆ I2f · T + βIfJf · T + β
2J2f · T + (β
d − ∂)βJf · T. (10)
We have I2g ⊆ Jf · T + (β
d − ∂)2 · T , so if an element of I2g lies in Jf · T , then its coefficient
standing next to (βd − ∂)2 in Presentation (9) is an element of Jf by Lemma 2.15. Since
Jf · (β
d − ∂) ⊆ If + βJf , we may ignore the term (β
d − ∂)2:
M ⊆ I2f · T + βIfJf · T + β
2J2f · T + (β
d − ∂)If · T + (β
d − ∂)βJf · T. (11)
Choose an element of M and let i ∈ If · T be the coefficient of this element standing next to
(βd − ∂). Since IfT ∩ βT ⊆ JfT we may assume that i does not contain β, i.e. i ∈ If . Now, if
an element of the right hand side of (11) lies in β · T , then the coefficient i satisfies i · ∂ ∈ I2f ,
so that i ∈ (I2f : ∂). Since If is a complete intersection ideal the S/If -module If/I
2
f is free, see
Corollary 5.20 for references. Then we have (I2f : ∂) = (If : ∂)If and i ∈ (If : ∂)If = IfJf .
Then i · (βd−∂) ⊆ I2f +β · If ·Jf and so the Inclusion (10) is proved. We come back to the proof
of proposition.
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From Lemma 2.15 applied to the ideal J2fT and the element β(β
d − ∂) and the fact that
β∂J2f ⊆ I
2
g we compute that M ∩ {δ | degβ δ ≤ d} is a subset of I
2
f · T + β · IfJf · T + β
2J2f · T .
Then γϕ = γβσ lies in this set, so that γ0 ∈ (IfJf : σ) and γn ∈ (J
2
f : σ) for n > 1. Since
Apolar (f) and Apolar (∂yf) are complete intersections, we have γ0 ∈ IfmS and γi ∈ JfmS for
i ≥ 1. It follows that γ ∈ IgmS ⊆ IgJg.
Example 5.24. Let f ∈ P be a polynomial such that A = Apolar (f) is a complete intersection.
Take ∂ such that ∂yf = x1 and ∂2yf = 0. Then the apolar algebra of f + yd1x1 + y
m
2 y
d−1
1 is
unobstructed for any d,m ≥ 2 (less or equal to char k if it is non-zero). In particular g =
f + y21x1 + y
2
2y1 is unobstructed.
Continuing Example 5.22, if f = x21x3+x
2
2x3, then x
2
1x3+x
2
2x3+x
2
4x1+x
2
5x4 is unobstructed.
The apolar algebra of this polynomial has Hilbert function (1, 5, 5, 1).
Let g = x21x3+x
2
2x3+x
2
4x1, then x
2
1x3+x
2
2x3+x
2
4x1+x
2
5x4 is a ray sum of g with respect to
∂ = α4α1. Let I := annS (g) and J := (I : ∂). In contrast with Corollary 5.20 and Example 5.22
one may check that all three terms I, J2 and (I2 : ∂) are necessary to obtain equality in the
inclusion (8) for g and ∂, i.e. no two ideals of I, J2, (I2 : ∂) have intersection equal to IJ .
Example 5.25. Let f = x51+x
4
2. Then the annihilator of f in k[α1, α2] is a complete intersection,
and this is true for every f ∈ k[x1, x2]. Let g = f +x23x
2
1 be the second ray sum of f with respect
to α31 and h = g+x
2
4x3 be the second ray sum of g with respect to α3α
2
1. Then the apolar algebra
of
h = x51 + x
4
2 + x
2
3x
2
1 + x
2
4x3
is smoothable and not obstructed. It has Hilbert function (1, 4, 4, 3, 1, 1).
Remark 5.26. The assumption deg ∂yf > 0 in Proposition 5.23 is necessary: the polynomial
h = x1x2x3+x
2
4+x
2
5x4 is obstructed, with length 12 and tangent space dimension 67 > 12 ·5 over
k = C. The polynomial g is the fourth ray sum of x1x2x3 with respect to α1α2α3 and h is the
second ray sum of g = x1x2x3+x24 with respect to α4, thus this example satisfies the assumptions
of Proposition 5.23 except for deg ∂yf > 0. Note that in this case α24yg 6= 0.
6 Proof of Main Theorem and comments on the degree 14 case
6.1 Preliminary results
Let r ≥ 1 be a natural number and V be a constructible subset of P≤s. Assume that the apolar
algebra Apolar (f) has length r for every closed point f ∈ V . Then we may construct the
incidence scheme {(f,Apolar (f))} → V which is a finite flat family over V and thus we obtain a
morphism from V to the (punctual) Hilbert scheme of r points on an appropriate Pn. See [Jel13,
Prop 4.39] for details.
Consider f ∈ P≤s. The apolar algebra of f has length at most r if and only if the matrix
of partials S≤sf has rank at most r. This is a closed condition, so we obtain the following
Remark 6.1.
Remark 6.1. Let s be a positive integer and V ⊆ P≤s be a constructible subset. Then the set
U , consisting of f ∈ V such that the apolar algebra of f has the maximal length (among the
elements of V ), is open in V . In particular, if V is irreducible then U is also irreducible.
Example 6.2. Let P≥4 = k[x1, . . . , xn]≥4 be the space of polynomials that are sums of monomials
of degree at least 4. Suppose that the set V ⊆ P≥4 parameterising algebras with fixed Hilbert
function H is irreducible. Then also the set W of polynomials f ∈ P such that f≥4 ∈ V is
irreducible. Let e := H(1) and suppose that the symmetric decomposition of H has zero rows
∆s−3 = (0, 0, 0, 0) and ∆s−2 = (0, 0, 0), where s = deg f . We claim that general element of
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W corresponds to an algebra B with Hilbert function: Hmax = H + (0, n − e, n − e, 0). Indeed,
since we may only vary the degree three part of the polynomial, the function HB has the form
H + (0, a, a, 0) + (0, b, 0) for some a, b such that a + b ≤ n − e. Therefore algebras with Hilbert
function Hmax are precisely the algebras of maximal possible length. Since Hmax is attained for
f≥4 + x
3
e+1 + . . . + x
3
n, the claim follows from Remark 6.1.
6.2 Lemmas on Hilbert functions
In the following HA denotes the Hilbert function of an algebra A.
Lemma 6.3. Suppose that A is a local Artin Gorenstein algebra of socle degree s ≥ 3 such that
∆A,s−2 = (0, 0, 0). Then lenA ≥ 2 (HA(1) + 1). Furthermore, equality occurs if and only if
s = 3.
Proof. Consider the symmetric decomposition ∆• = ∆A,• of HA. From symmetry we have∑
j ∆0 (j) ≥ 2 + 2∆0 (1) with equality only if ∆0 has no terms between 1 and s − 1 i.e. when
s = 3. Similarly
∑
j ∆i (j) ≥ 2∆i (1) for all 1 ≤ i < s− 2. Summing these inequalities we obtain
lenA =
∑
i<s−2
∑
j
∆i (j) ≥ 2 +
∑
i<s−2
2∆i (1) = 2 + 2HA(1).
Lemma 6.4. Let A be a local Artin Gorenstein algebra of length at most 14. Suppose that
4 ≤ HA(1) ≤ 5. Then HA(2) ≤ 5.
Proof. Let s be the socle degree of A. Suppose HA(2) ≥ 6. Then HA(3) +HA(4)+ · · · ≤ 3, thus
s ∈ {3, 4, 5}. The cases s = 3 and s = 5 immediately lead to contradiction – it is impossible
to get the required symmetric decomposition. We will consider the case s = 4. In this case
HA = (1, ∗, ∗, ∗, 1) and its symmetric decomposition is (1, e, q, e, 1)+(0,m,m, 0)+(0, t, 0). Then
e = HA(3) ≤ 14− 2− 4− 6 = 2. Since HA(1) < HA(2) we have e < q. This can only happen if
e = 2 and q = 3. But then 14 ≥ lenA = 9 + 2m + t, thus m ≤ 2 and HA(2) = m + q ≤ 5. A
contradiction.
Lemma 6.5. There does not exist a local Artin Gorenstein algebra with Hilbert function
(1, 4, 3, 4, 1, . . . , 1).
Proof. See [Iar94, pp. 99-100] for the proof or [CJN13, Lem 5.3] for a generalisation. We provide
a sketch for completeness. Suppose such an algebra A exists and fix its dual socle generator
f ∈ k[x1, . . . , x4]s in the standard form. Let I = annS (f). The proof relies on two observations.
First, the leading term of f is, up to a constant, equal to xs1 and in fact we may take f =
xs1 + f≤4. Moreover from the symmetric decomposition it follows that the Hilbert functions of
Apolar (xs1 + f4) and Apolar (f) are equal. Second, h(3) = 4 = 3
〈2〉 = h(2)〈2〉 is the maximal
growth, so arguing similarly as in Lemma 2.9 we may assume that the degree two part I2 of the
ideal of grA is equal to ((α3, α4)S)2. Then any derivative of α3yf4 is a derivative of x
s
1, i.e. a
power of x1. It follows that α3yf4 itself is a power of x1; similarly α4yf4 is a power of x1. It
follows that f4 ∈ x
3
1 ·k[x1, x2, x3, x4]+k[x1, x2], but then f4 is annihilated by a linear form, which
contradicts the fact that f is in the standard form.
The following lemmas essentially deal with the limit-reducibility in the case (1, 4, 4, 3, 1, 1).
Here the method is straightforward, but the cost is that the proof is broken into several cases
and quite long.
Lemma 6.6. Let f = x51 + f4 be a polynomial such that HApolar(f)(2) < HApolar(f4)(2). Let
Q = S2 ∩ annS
(
x51
)
⊆ S2. Then x21 ∈ Qf4 and annS (f4)2 ⊆ Q.
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Proof. Note that dimQf4 ≥ dimS2f4 − 1 = HApolar(f4)(2) − 1. If annS (f4)2 6⊆ Q, then there
is a q ∈ Q such that α21 − q ∈ annS (f4). Then Qf4 = S2f4 and we obtain a contradiction.
Suppose that x21 6∈ Qf4. Then the degree two partials of f contain a direct sum of kx
2
1 and
Qf4, thus they are at least HApolar(f4)(2)-dimensional, so that HApolar(f)(2) ≥ HApolar(f4)(2), a
contradiction.
Lemma 6.7. Let f = x51 + f4 ∈ P be a polynomial such that HApolar(f) = (1, 3, 3, 3, 1, 1) and
HApolar(f4) = (1, 3, 4, 3, 1). Suppose that α
3
1yf4 = 0 and that (annS (f4))2 defines a complete
intersection. Then Apolar (f4) and Apolar (f) are complete intersections.
Proof. Let I := annS (f4). First we will prove that annS (f4) = (q1, q2, c), where 〈q1, q2〉 = I2
and c ∈ I3. Then of course Apolar (f4) is a complete intersection. By assumption, q1, q2 form a
regular sequence. Thus there are no syzygies of degree at most three in the minimal resolution
of Apolar (f4). By the symmetry of the minimal resolution, see [Eis95, Cor 21.16], there are no
generators of degree at least four in the minimal generating set of I. Thus I is generated in
degree two and three. But HS/(q1,q2)(3) = 4 = HS/I(3) + 1, thus there is a cubic c, such that
I3 = kc⊕ (q1, q2)3, then (q1, q2, c) = I, thus Apolar (f4) = S/I is a complete intersection.
Let Q := annS
(
x51
)
∩ S2 ⊆ S2. By Lemma 6.6 we have q1, q2 ∈ Q, so that α
3
1 ∈ I \ (q1, q2),
then I = (q1, q2, α
3
1). Moreover, by the same Lemma, there exists σ ∈ Q such that σyf4 = x
2
1.
Now we prove that Apolar (f) is a complete intersection. Let J := (q1, q2, α
3
1−σ) ⊆ annS (f).
We will prove that S/J is a complete intersection. Since q1, q2, α
3
1 is a regular sequence, the
set S/(q1, q2) is a cone over a scheme of dimension zero and α
3
1 does not vanish identically on
any of its components. Since σ has degree two, α31 − σ also does not vanish identically on any
of the components of SpecS/(q1, q2), thus SpecS/J has dimension zero, so it is a complete
intersection (see also [VV78, Cor 2.4, Rmk 2.5]). Then the quotient by J has length at most
deg(q1) deg(q2) deg(α
3
1−σ) = 12 = dimk S/ annS (f). Since J ⊆ annS (f), we have annS (f) = J
and Apolar (f) is a complete intersection.
Lemma 6.8. Let f = x51 + f4 + g, where deg g ≤ 3, be a polynomial such that HApolar(f≥4) =
(1, 3, 3, 3, 1, 1) and HApolar(f4) = (1, 3, 4, 3, 1). Suppose that α
3
1yf4 = 0 and that (annS (f4))2 does
not define a complete intersection. Then Apolar (f) is limit-reducible.
Proof. Let 〈q1, q2〉 = (annS (f4))2. Since q1, q2 do not form a regular sequence, we have, after a
linear transformation ϕ, two possibilities: q1 = α1α2 and q2 = α1α3 or q1 = α
2
1 and q2 = α1α2.
Let β be the image of α1 under ϕ, so that β
3
yf4 = 0.
Suppose first that q1 = α1α2 and q2 = α1α3. If β is up to constant equal to α1, then
α1α2, α1α3, α
3
1 ∈ annS (f4), so that α
2
1 is in the socle of Apolar (f4), a contradiction. Thus we
may assume, after another change of variables, that β = α2, q1 = α1α2 and q2 = α1α3. Then
f = x52 + f4 + gˆ = x
5
2 + x
4
1 + hˆ + gˆ, where hˆ ∈ k[x1, x3] and deg(gˆ) ≤ 3. Then by Lemma 4.2
we may assume that α21yf = 0, so Apolar (f) is limit-reducible by Proposition 5.13. See also
Example 5.14 (the degree assumption in the Example can easily be modified).
Suppose now that q1 = α
2
1 and q2 = α1α2. If β is not a linear combination of α1, α2, then
we may assume β = α3. Let m in f4 be any monomial divisible by x1. Since q1, q2 ∈ annS (f4),
we see that m = λx1x
3
3 for some λ ∈ k. But since β
3 ∈ annS (f4), we have m = 0. Thus f4 does
not contain x1, so HApolar(f4)(1) < 3, a contradiction. Thus β ∈ 〈α1, α2〉. Suppose β = λα1 for
some λ ∈ k \ {0}. Applying Lemma 6.6 to f≥4 we see that x
2
1 is a derivative of f4, so β
2
yf4 6= 0,
but β2yf4 = λ
2q1yf4 = 0, a contradiction. Thus β = λ1α1 + λ2α2 and changing α2 we may
assume that β = α2. This substitution does not change 〈α
2
1, α1α2〉. Now we directly check that
f4 = x
2
3(κ1x1x3 + κ2x
2
2 + κ3x2x3 + κ4x
2
3), for some κ• ∈ k. Since x1 is a derivative of f , we
have κ1 6= 0. Then a non-zero element κ2α1α3 − κ1α
2
2 annihilates f4. A contradiction with
HApolar(f4)(2) = 4.
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Lemma 6.9. Let a quartic f4 be such that HApolar(f4) = (1, 3, 3, 3, 1) and α
3
1yf4 = 0. Then
HApolar(x51+f4)
(2) ≥ 4.
Proof. Let Q = annS
(
x51
)
2
⊆ S2. Let I denote the apolar ideal of f4. By Proposition 4.9 we
see that I is minimally generated by three elements of degree two and two elements of degree
four. In particular, there are no cubics in the generating set. Since α31 ∈ I3, there is an element
in σ ∈ I2 such that σ = α
2
1 − q, where q ∈ Q. Therefore Qyf4 = S2yf4. Moreover, σ does not
annihilate x21, so that x
2
1 is not a partial of f4. We see that x
2
1 and Qyf4 are leading forms of
partials of x51 + f4, thus
HApolar(x51+f4)
(2) ≥ 1 + dim(Qyf4) = 1 + dim(S2yf4) = 1 +HApolar(f4)(2) = 4.
Remark 6.10. In the setting of Lemma 6.9, it is not hard to deduce that HApolar(x51+f4)
=
(1, 3, 4, 3, 1, 1) by analysing the possible symmetric decompositions. We do not need this stronger
statement, so we omit the proof.
6.3 Proofs
The following Proposition 6.11 generalises results about algebras with Hilbert function (1, 5, 5, 1),
obtained in [Jel14] and [BCR12].
Proposition 6.11. Let A be a local Artin Gorenstein algebra of socle degree three and HA(2) ≤ 5.
Then A is smoothable.
Proof. Suppose that the Hilbert function of A is (1, n, e, 1). By Proposition 4.5 the dual socle
generator of A may be put in the form f +x2e+1+ · · ·+x
2
n, where f ∈ k[x1, . . . , xe]. By repeated
use of Example 5.12 we see that A is a limit of algebras of the form Apolar (f)× k⊕n−e. Thus
it is smoothable if and only if B = Apolar (f) is.
Let e := HA(2), then HB = (1, e, e, 1). If HB(1) = e ≤ 3 then B is smoothable. It remains to
consider 4 ≤ e ≤ 5. The set of points corresponding to algebras with Hilbert function (1, e, e, 1) is
irreducible in Hilb2e+2(P
e) by Remark 6.1 for obvious parameterisation (as mentioned in [Iar84,
Thm I, p. 350]), thus it will be enough to find a smooth point in this set which corresponds to a
smoothable algebra. The cases e = 4 and e = 5 are considered in Example 5.22 and Example 5.24
respectively.
Remark 6.12. The claim of Proposition 6.11 holds true if we replace the assumption HA(2) ≤ 5
by HA(2) = 7, thanks to the smoothability of local Artin Gorenstein algebras with Hilbert function
(1, 7, 7, 1), see [BCR12]. We will not use this result.
Lemma 6.13. Let A be a local Artin Gorenstein algebra with Hilbert function HA beginning with
HA(0) = 1, HA(1) = 4, HA(2) = 5, HA(3) ≤ 2. Then A is smoothable.
Proof. Let f be a dual socle generator of A in the standard form. From Macaulay’s Growth
Theorem it follows that HA(m) ≤ 2 for all m ≥ 3, so that HA = (1, 4, 5, 2, 2, . . . , 2, 1, . . . , 1). Let
s be the socle degree of A.
Let ∆A,s−2 = (0, q, 0) be the (s− 2)-nd row of the symmetric decomposition of HA. If q > 0,
then by Example 5.12 we know that A is limit-reducible; it is a limit of algebras of the form B×k,
such that HB(1) = HA(1)− 1 = 3. Then the algebra B is smoothable (see [CN09, Prop 2.5]), so
A is also smoothable. In the following we assume that q = 0.
We claim that f≥4 ∈ k[x1, x2]. Indeed, the symmetric decomposition of the Hilbert function
is either (1, 1, . . . , 1)+ (0, 1, . . . , 1, 0)+ (0, 0, 1, 0, 0)+ (0, 2, 2, 0) or (1, 2, . . . , 2, 1)+ (0, 0, 1, 0, 0)+
(0, 2, 2, 0). In particular e(s−3) =
∑
i≥3∆i (1) = 2, so that f≥4 ∈ k[x1, x2] and HApolar(f≥4)(1) =
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2, in particular x1 is a derivative of f≥4, i.e. there exist a ∂ ∈ S such that ∂yf≥4 = x1. Then we
may assume ∂ ∈ m3S, so ∂
2
yf = 0.
Let us fix f≥4 and consider the set of all polynomials of the form h = f≥4 + g, where
g ∈ k[x1, x2, x3, x4] has degree at most three. By Example 6.2 the apolar algebra of a general
such polynomial will have Hilbert function HA. The set of polynomials h with fixed h≥4 = f≥4,
such that HApolar(h) = HA, is irreducible. This set contains h := f≥4 + x
2
3x1 + x
2
4x3. To finish
the proof is it enough to show that h is smoothable and unobstructed. Since Apolar (f≥4) is a
complete intersection, this follows from Example 5.24.
The following Theorem 6.14 generalises numerous earlier smoothability results on stretched
(by Sally, see [Sal79]), 2-stretched (by Casnati and Notari, see [CN13]) and almost-stretched (by
Elias and Valla, see [EV11]) algebras. It is important to understand that, in contrast with the
mentioned papers, we avoid a full classification of algebras. In the course of the proof we give
some partial classification.
Theorem 6.14. Let A be a local Artin Gorenstein algebra with Hilbert function HA satisfying
HA(2) ≤ 5 and HA(3) ≤ 2. Then A is smoothable.
Proof. We proceed by induction on lenA, the case lenA = 1 being trivial. If A has socle degree
three, then the result follows from Proposition 6.11. Suppose that A has socle degree s ≥ 4.
Let f be a dual socle generator of A in the standard form. If the symmetric decomposition
of HA has a term ∆s−2 = (0, q, 0) with q 6= 0, then by Example 5.12, we have that A is a limit
of algebras of the form B × k, where B satisfies the assumptions HB(2) ≤ 5 and HB(2) ≤ 2 on
the Hilbert function. Then B is smoothable by induction, so also A is smoothable. Further in
the proof we assume that ∆A,s−2 = (0, 0, 0).
We would like to understand the symmetric decomposition of the Hilbert function HA of
A. Since HA satisfies the Macaulay growth condition (see Subsection 2.5) it follows that HA =
(1, n,m, 2, 2, . . . , 2, 1, . . . , 1), where the number of “2” is possibly zero. If follows that the possible
symmetric decompositions of the Hilbert function are
1. (1, 2, 2, . . . , 2, 1) + (0, 0, 1, 0, 0) + (0, n − 3, n − 3, 0),
2. (1, 1, 1 . . . , 1, 1) + (0, 1, 1, . . . , 1, 0) + (0, 0, 1, 0, 0) + (0, n − 3, n − 3, 0),
3. (1, 1, 1 . . . , 1, 1) + (0, 1, 2, 1, 0) + (0, n − 3, n − 3, 0),
4. (1, . . . , 1) + (0, n − 1, n − 1, 0),
5. (1, 2, . . . , 2, 1) + (0, n − 2, n− 2, 0),
6. (1, . . . , 1) + (0, 1, . . . , 1, 0) + (0, n − 2, n− 2, 0),
and that the decomposition is uniquely determined by the Hilbert function. In all cases we have
HA(1) ≤ HA(2) ≤ 5, so f ∈ k[x1, . . . , x5]. Let us analyse the first three cases. In each of them
we have HA(2) = HA(1) + 1. If HA(1) ≤ 3, then A is smoothable, see [CN09, Cor 2.4]. Suppose
HA(1) ≥ 4. Since HA(2) ≤ 5, we have HA(2) = 5 and HA(1) = 4. In this case the result follows
from Lemma 6.13 above.
It remains to analyse the three remaining cases. The proof is similar to the proof of
Lemma 6.13, however here it essentially depends on induction. Let f≥4 be the sum of homoge-
neous components of f which have degree at least four. Since f is in the standard form, we have
f≥4 ∈ k[x1, x2]. The decomposition of the Hilbert function Apolar (f≥4) is one of the decompo-
sitions (1, . . . , 1), (1, 2 . . . , 2, 1), (1, . . . , 1) + (0, 1, . . . , 1, 0), depending on the decomposition of
the Hilbert function of Apolar (f).
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Let us fix a vector hˆ = (1, 2, 2, 2, . . . , 2, 1, 1, . . . , 1) and take the sets
V1 :=
{
f ∈ k[x1, x2] | HApolar(f) = hˆ
}
and V2 := {f ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] | f≥4 ∈ V1} .
By Proposition 4.8 the set V1 is irreducible and thus V2 is also irreducible. The Hilbert function
of the apolar algebra of a general member of V2 is, by Example 6.2, equal to HA. It remains to
show that the apolar algebra of this general member is smoothable.
Proposition 4.8 implies that the general member of V2 has (after a nonlinear change of
coordinates) the form f + ∂yf , where f = xs1 + x
s2
2 + g for some g of degree at most three.
Using Lemma 4.2 we may assume (after another nonlinear change of coordinates) that α21yg = 0.
Let B := Apolar (xs1 + x
s2
2 + g). We will show that B is smoothable. Since s ≥ 4 = 2 · 2
Proposition 5.13 shows that B is limit-reducible. Analysing the fibers of the resulting degener-
ation, as in Example 5.15, we see that they have the form B′ × k, where B′ = Apolar
(
fˆ
)
and
fˆ = λ−1xs−11 + x
s2
2 + g. Then HB′(3) = HApolar(fˆ≥4)(3) ≤ 2. Moreover, fˆ ∈ k[x1, . . . , x5], so
that HB′(1) ≤ 5. Now analysing the possible symmetric decompositions of HB′ , which are listed
above, we see that HB′(2) ≤ HB′(1) = 5. It follows from induction on the length that B
′ is
smoothable, thus B′ × k and B are smoothable.
Proposition 6.15. Let A be a local Artin Gorenstein algebra of socle degree four satisfying
lenA ≤ 14. Then A is smoothable.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of A. Then by Proposition 6.11 (and the fact that
all algebras of socle degree at most two are smoothable) we may assume that all algebras of socle
degree at most four and length less than lenA are smoothable.
If ∆A,1 = (0, q, 0) with q 6= 0, then by Example 5.12 the algebra A is a limit of algebras of
the form A′ × k, where A′ has socle degree four. Hence A is smoothable. Therefore we assume
q = 0. Then HA(1) ≤ 5 by Lemma 6.3. Moreover, we may assume HA(1) ≥ 4 since otherwise A
is smoothable by [CN09, Cor 2.4].
The symmetric decomposition of HA is (1, n,m, n, 1) + (0, p, p, 0) for some n,m, p. By the
fact that n ≤ 5 and Stanley’s result [Sta96, p. 67] we have n ≤ m, thus n ≤ 4 and HA(2) ≤
HA(1) ≤ 5. Due to lenA ≤ 14 we have four cases: n = 1, 2, 3, 4 and five possible shapes of
Hilbert functions: HA = (1, ∗, ∗, 1, 1), HA = (1, ∗, ∗, 2, 1), HA = (1, 4, 4, 3, 1), HA = (1, 4, 4, 4, 1),
HA = (1, 4, 5, 3, 1).
The conclusion in the first two cases follows from Theorem 6.14. In the remaining cases
we first look for a suitable irreducible set of dual socle generators parameterising algebras with
prescribed HA. We examine the case HA = (1, 4, 4, 3, 1). We claim that the set of f ∈ P =
k[x1, x2, x3, x4] in the standard form, which are generators of algebras with Hilbert function HA
is irreducible. Since the leading form f4 of such f has Hilbert function (1, 3, 3, 3, 1), the set of
possible leading forms is irreducible by Proposition 4.9. Then the irreducibility follows from
Example 6.2. The irreducibility in the cases HA = (1, 4, 4, 4, 1) and HA = (1, 4, 5, 3, 1) follows
similarly from Proposition 4.10 together with Example 6.2. In the first two cases we see that
f4 is a sum of powers of variables, then Example 5.14 shows that the apolar algebra A of a
general f is limit-reducible. More precisely, A is limit of algebras of the form A′ × k, where A′
has socle degree at most four (compare Example 5.15). Then A is smoothable. In the last case
Example 5.21 gives an unobstructed algebra in this irreducible set. This completes the proof.
Lemma 6.16. Let A be a local Artin Gorenstein algebra with Hilbert function (1, 4, 4, 3, 1, 1).
Then A is limit-reducible.
Proof. Let s = 5 be the socle degree of A. If ∆A,s−2 6= (0, 0, 0) then A is limit-reducible by
Example 5.12, so we assume ∆A,s−2 = (0, 0, 0). The only possible symmetric decomposition of
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the Hilbert function HA with ∆A,s−2 = (0, 0, 0) is
(1, 4, 4, 3, 1, 1) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) + (0, 2, 2, 2, 0) + (0, 1, 1, 0). (12)
Let us take a dual socle generator f of A. We assume that f is in the standard form: f =
x51 + f4 + g, where deg g ≤ 3. Then HApolar(x51+f4)
= (1, 3, 3, 3, 1, 1). We analyse the possible
Hilbert functions of B = Apolar (f4). By Lemma 4.2 we may assume that α
3
1yf4 = 0. Suppose
first that HB(1) ≤ 2. From (12) it follows that HApolar(x51+f4)
(1) = 3, so that HB(1) = 2 and we
may assume that f4 ∈ k[x2, x3]. Then by Lemma 4.2 we may further assume α
2
1y(f − x
5
1) = 0,
then Proposition 5.13 asserts that A = Apolar (f) is limit-reducible.
Suppose now that HB(1) = 3. Since x
5
1 is annihilated by a codimension one space of
quadrics, we have HB(2) ≤ HA(2) + 1, so there are two possibilities: HB = (1, 3, 3, 3, 1)
or HB = (1, 3, 4, 3, 1). By Lemma 6.9 the case HB = (1, 3, 3, 3, 1) is not possible, so that
HB = (1, 3, 4, 3, 1). Now by Lemma 6.8 we may consider only the case when (annS (f4))2 is a
complete intersection, then by Lemma 6.7 we have that Apolar
(
x51 + f4
)
is a complete intersec-
tion. In this case we will actually prove that A is smoothable.
By Example 6.2 the set W of polynomials f with fixed leading polynomial f≥4 and Hilbert
function HApolar(f) = (1, 4, 4, 3, 1, 1) is irreducible. Consider the apolar algebra B of the poly-
nomial x51 + f4 + x
2
4x1 ∈ W . By Proposition 5.10, this algebra is the limit of smoothable
algebras Apolar
(
x51 + f4
)
×Apolar (x1), thus it is smoothable. By Corollary 5.20 the algebra B
is unobstructed. Thus apolar algebra of every element of W is smoothable; in particular A is
smoothable.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 6.17 which is the algebraic counterpart of Theorems A
and B.
Theorem 6.17. Let A be an Artin Gorenstein algebra of length at most 14. Then either A is
smoothable or it is local with Hilbert function (1, 6, 6, 1). In particular, if A has length at most
13, then A is smoothable.
Proof. By the discussion in Section 2.4 it is enough to consider local algebras. Let A be a local
algebra of length at most 14 and of socle degree s. By H we denote the Hilbert function of
A. As mentioned in Subsection 2.4 it is enough to prove A is limit-reducible. On the contrary,
suppose that A is strongly non-smoothable in the sense of Definition 2.5. By Example 5.12 we
have ∆A,s−2 = (0, 0, 0). Then by Lemma 6.3 we see that either H = (1, 6, 6, 1) or H(1) ≤ 5. It
is enough to consider H(1) ≤ 5. If s = 3 then H(2) ≤ H(1) ≤ 5, so by Proposition 6.11 we may
assume s > 3. By Proposition 6.15 it follows that we may consider only s ≥ 5.
If H(1) ≤ 3 then A is smoothable by [CN09, Cor 2.4], thus we may assume H(1) ≥ 4. By
Lemma 6.4 we see that H(2) ≤ 5. Then by Theorem 6.14 we may reduce to the case H(3) ≥ 3.
By Macaulay’s Growth Theorem we have H(2) ≥ 3. Then
∑
i>3H(i) ≤ 14 − 11, so we are left
with several possibilities: H = (1, 4, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1), H = (1, 4, 3, 3, 2, 1) or H = (1, ∗, ∗, ∗, 1, 1). In
the first two cases it follows from the symmetric decomposition that ∆A,s−2 6= (0, 0, 0) which is
a contradiction. We examine the last case. By Lemma 6.5 there does not exist an algebra with
Hilbert function (1, 4, 3, 4, 1, 1). Thus the only possibilities are (1, 4, 3, 3, 1, 1), (1, 5, 3, 3, 1, 1) and
(1, 4, 4, 3, 1, 1). Once more, it can be checked directly that in the first two cases∆A,s−2 6= (0, 0, 0).
The last case is the content of Lemma 6.16.
Remark 6.18. Assume char k = 0. In [IE78] Emsalem and Iarrobino analysed the tangent
space to the Hilbert scheme. Iarrobino and Kanev claim that using Macaulay they are able to
check that the tangent space to Hilb6(P14) has dimension 76 at a point corresponding to a general
local Gorenstein algebra A with Hilbert function (1, 6, 6, 1), see [IK99, Lem 6.21], see also [CN11]
for further details. Since 76 < (1+ 6+ 6+ 1) · 6 this shows that A is non-smoothable. Moreover,
since all algebras of degree at most 13 are smoothable, A is strongly non-smoothable.
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To prove Theorem B, we need to show that the non-smoothable part ofHilbG14P
n (for n ≥ 6) is
irreducible. The algebraic version of (a generalisation of) this statement is the following lemma.
Lemma 6.19. Let n ≥ m be natural numbers and V ⊆ P≤3 = k[x1, . . . , xn]≤3 be the set of f ∈ P
such that HApolar(f) = (1,m,m, 1). Then V is constructible and irreducible.
Proof. Let Vgr = V ∩ P3 denote the set of graded algebras with Hilbert function (1,m,m, 1).
This is a constructible subset of P3. To an element f3 ∈ Vgr we may associate the tangent space
to Apolar (f3), which is isomorphic to S2yf3. We define
{(f3, [W ]) ∈ Vgr ×Gr(m,n) | W ⊇ S2yf3},
which is an open subset in a vector bundle {(f3, [W ]) ∈ P3 × Gr(m,n) | W ⊇ S2yf3} over
Gr(m,n), given by the condition dimS2yf3 ≥ m. Let f ∈ V and write it as f = f3+ f≤2, where
deg f≤2 ≤ 2. Then HApolar(f3) = (1,m,m, 1). Therefore we obtain a morphism ϕ : V → Vgr
sending f to f3. We will analyse its fibers. Let f3 ∈ Vgr and f = f3 + f≤2 ∈ P≤3, where
deg f≤2 ≤ 2. Then HApolar(f) = (1,M,m, 1) for some M ≥ m. Moreover M = m if and only if
αyf≤2 is a partial of f3 for every α annihilating f3. The fiber of ϕ over f is an affine subspace
of P≤2 defined by these conditions and the morphism
{(f = f3+f≤2, [W ]) ∈ V ×Gr(m,n) | W ⊇ S2yf3} → {(f3, [W ]) ∈ Vgr×Gr(m,n) | W ⊇ S2yf3}
is a projection from a vector bundle, which is thus irreducible. Since V admits a surjection from
this bundle, it is irreducible as well. Moreover, the above shows that V is constructible.
Proof of Theorems A and B. The locus of points of the Hilbert scheme corresponding to smooth
(i.e. reduced) algebras of length d is irreducible, as an image of an open subset of the d–symmetric
product of Pn, and smooth. The locus of points corresponding to smoothable algebras is the
closure of the aforementioned locus, so it is also irreducible. If d ≤ 13 or d ≤ 14 and n ≤ 5, this
locus is the whole Hilbert scheme by Theorem 6.17 and the claim follows.
Now consider the case d = 14 and n ≥ 6. Let V be the set of points of the Hilbert scheme
corresponding to local Gorenstein algebras with Hilbert function (1, 6, 6, 1). By Remark 6.18
these are the only non-smoothable algebras of length 14, thus they deform only to local algebras
with the same Hilbert function. Therefore, V is a sum of irreducible components of the Hilbert
scheme. We will prove that V is an irreducible set, whose general point is smooth.
Let Vp ⊆ V denote the set consisting of schemes supported at a fixed point p ∈ P
n. Then
V is dominated by a set Vp × P
n. Note that an irreducible scheme supported at a point p
may be identified with a Gorenstein quotient of the power series ring having Hilbert function
(1, 6, 6, 1). These quotients are parameterised by the dual generators. More precisely, the set of
V of f ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn]≤3 such that HApolar(f) = (1, 6, 6, 1) gives a morphism
V → Vp ⊆ Hilb
G
14P
n
which sends f to SpecApolar (f) supported at p (see subsection 6.1). Since V → Vp is surjective
and V is irreducible by Lemma 6.19, we see that Vp is irreducible. Then V is irreducible as well.
Take a smooth point of HilbG14P
6 which corresponds to an algebra A with Hilbert function
(1, 6, 6, 1). Then any point of HilbG14P
n corresponding to an embedding SpecA ⊆ Pn is smooth
by [CN09, Lem 2.3]. This concludes the proof.
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